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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

f Since the late thirties, the understanding of the electric

f- and magnetic properties of oxides of transition metals has

f been greatly stimulated by their application in the electronics

f industry. It was understood that the mutual substitution and

j, site preference in binary and ternary compounds are often

{ governed by ion size, and that their magnetic and electric

}-: properties can be described in terms of localized magnetic

K moments and electric charges, both corresponding with some

r. well defined valence states.

t With the introduction of crystal field theory and the

I; simultaneous development of paramagnetic resonance also a
i

f better understanding of the spectroscopic properties and other
r-'
f factors governing site preference has grown.
f

| A new rapid development occurred since 1960, characterized by

• an increasing interest in compounds with S, Se, Te (chalcogenides)

f and P, As, Sb (pnictides). Industrial application were derived

j; among other things from their opto-electric and opto-magnetic

1 properties. Many phenomena had to be explained by the band

; theory of electric conductivity and electronic magnetism and

'f by models in which itinerant electrons affect the interactions

f: between localized magnetic moments. The flexibility of important

|; properties, like band gap, refraction index, and optical

\ absorption advance applicability of these compounds.
)•

\- Of these various compounds, the sulfides are expected to be

I most closely related to the oxides. In this context it is

I striking, that a relatively small number cf binary sulfides

t has the same crystal structure as the corresponding oxides,

while also in the ternary sulfides new classes of structures

predominate. This phenomenon is thought mainly to be due to the

larger polarizability of the sulphur anion as compared with



the oxygen anion. Thus the sulphur ions prefer lattice sites

with a large electric field gradient.

As regards the electric and magnetic properties, certain

transition metal ions, Cr, Mn, Fe and Nl, behave rather

similarly in oxides and sulfides and localized models suffice

for the description. For other transition metal ions the

itinerant electron models predominate easier in sulfides

than in oxides. The behaviour of Cu in sulfides, usually

| preferring valence state one and tetrahedral coordination,

| shows strikingly little resemblance to its behaviour in

I; oxides.

,1 The general assumption in explaining the differences in

r properties between oxides anc sulfides is that the covalency

{ in sulfides is much larger, i.e., that the molecular orbitals

; show a stronger mixing of cation and anion orbitals. However,

' there is little quantitative information on this effect,

I neither from experiments nor from molecular orbital calculations.

!» Also it is still an open point to what extent the increased

covalency will affect, for example, th-> magnetic properties.

I The present study was undertaken with this problem in mind.
i*

& It is generally assumed that the magnetic properties of

f: semi-conductors with localized magnetic moments can be

[' described by pairwise interactions between the magnetic moments.
t
j: However, the information from the magnetic properties (magnetic
\\
[= susceptibility, magnetic structure and sublattice magnetization
\ as a function of temperature) is too little to obtain a
i-

(.- reliable description of the magnitudes of the various interactions;

I. usually it is very difficult to obtain even two interaction

g parameters. Hence, only in the case that one interaction
f. parameter is strongly dominant, one can expect adequate

[; information from the properties of the pure magnetic compound.

p

i The present work was set up to explore this gap by utilising

[ systems where a small amount (of the order of 1%) of the

I magnetic ions were incorporated in a diamagnetic host lattice.

f-! The most direct way is the measurement of the paramagnetic



resonance (epr) of pairs of magnetic ions formed accidentally

by random substitution. Especially orbital singlet ions are

accessable to such measurements. Pairs of V(II), Cr(III) and

Mn(II) have been measured in various oxide host lattices. The

only measurement available in sulfides thus far are those of

Mn(II) pairs in ZnS. We have investigated the suitability

of ternary sulfides as host lattices for this type of

measurements, with the special aim to be able to study the

effect of variation of lattice distance and of the contribution

of interaction paths over various diamagnetic cations. Two

types of compounds have been considered in particular: normal

spinels and chalcopyrites.

A second method to study the delocalization of electron spins

is the measurement of the superhyperfine interaction between

the electron spin of the substituted paramagnetic cation and

the nuclear spins of the neighbouring diamagnetic cations-

These interaction can be measured by means of epr or electron

nuclear double resonance (endor).

In this thesis only a first step to this ambitious programme has

been set. Much attention had to be paid to important preliminaries

a) The analysis of fine-structure epr spectra of powder samples.

In many cases powder measurements form an essential

introduction to single crystal work. For spir 5/2 such an

analysis is still quite complicated. Especially the

simulation of a spectrum with given parameters is a problem

that requires further attention.

b) The formulation of a spin Hamiltonian for interacting Fe(lII)

pairs and the mathematical background required for the

analysis of the epr spectra of such pairs. The analysis of

Fe(III) pairs requires higher order anisotropy terms than

the systems studied up to now. Making a consequent use of

the properties of "irreducible spherical tensors", various

stages in the analysis of the epr spectra of the pairs are

largely simplified:

- The introduction of anisotropic interaction terms.

- The transformation of the tensors under rotation of

•?*•



i

?; reference coordinates.

f - The relation between the parameters of the spin Hamiltonian

I in terms of the total spin of the pair and those of the

I spin Hamiltonian describing the local anisotropy and

i interactions in terms of single ion spins.

I - The calculation of the matrix elements.

5 c) The growth of doped single crystals. The epr measurements

I of the interaction between paramagnetic ions as well as the

j endor measurements of the delocalization of the unpaired

j, electrons over the surrounding diamagnetic cations turn

!•• out to be practically impossible without sigle crystals.

: d) Finally a systematic study had to be made of the feasibility

of the preparation of a coherent series of doped sulfides

and the possibility of observing superhyperfine structures

of isolated magnetic ions, and of identifying epr spectra

of pairs of magnetic ions against the background of the

much stronger single ion spectra.

It turned out, that up to now only one type of pair spectrum

L. could be identified provisionally, whereas some measuerements

p- of spin delocalization by means of jpr and endor could be

f\- performed and compared with literature data.

p. In chapter II and III of this thesis the analysis of the epr

f spectra of powders and the formulation of the spin Hamiltonian

for Fe(III) pairs will be presented. Chapter IV is concerned

with the selection, preparation and characterization of the

host lattice and the magnetic ions that are most suitable

for the systematic study of the magnetic interactions. A

systematic analysis of the crystal growth experiments with

CuAlS- will be pres&nted in chapter V. In chapter VI the

magnetic resonance experiments and their interpretation are

presented in detail. A discussion is given of the impact of the

results for the understanding of the magnetic properties

and the pair interactions in CaFe^ and B-MnS.



CHAPTER II
I

| SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF EPR SPECTRA OP PARAMAGNETIC IONS

I IN POWDERS

r-; II. 1 INTRODUCTION

tf In many applications of epr spectroscopy, only spectra of

f'. randomly oriented samples (powders or glasses) can be obtained.

\- Generally, such spectra can be obtained more simply than

; single-crystal spectra. The interpretation of powder spectra,

'•-' however, poses an enormous problem when the effective spin is

>i high and the symmetry is low. In fact very few powder spectra

of S=5/2 systems have been analyzed. An important difficulty

is the excessive computer time necessary to simulate the

spectrum for a particular guess of the parameters of the spin

Haroiltonian. For example, Pedersen and Toftlund (1) stated

that they needed 30 hr to compute only one spectrum of a

slightly orthorhombic S=3/2 system. In this chapter the

problems encountered in the analysis of a powder spectrum will

be analyzed and an adequate procedure will be presented for

the simulation of S=5/2 spectra.

In an epr experiment one looks at the absorption (Q) of

electromagnetic radiation with a fixed frequency (v) as a

function of the strength (H) of the magnetic field (H), which

has a fixed orientation relative to the sample. Experimentally

one usually measures 3Q/9H. In general, the spectrum will

depend on the orientation of the magnetic field relative to

the sample.

A powder spectrum is a superposition of spectra of single

crystals with different orientations relative to the magnetic

field. In the following it is assumed that there is random

orientation of the crystallites, i.e. that the orientations of

the crystallites relative to the magnetic field are

distributed uniformly over the unit sphere.



The values of the energy levels of the paramagnetic ion as a

function of the orientation and the strength of the magnetic

field are described by means of a "spin Hamiltonian" #(H) and

a set of spin functions |s,m> (2). The quantity H contains a

number of adjustable parameters to be determined in such a way

that the eigenvalues of the matrix of R on the basis of the

spin functions are equal to the energy levels of the

paramagnetic ion.

Absorption of radiation is possible when the energy difference

of two levels is approximately equal to the energy quantum of

the radiation:

A..(H) = |E. (H)-E.(H) | = hv (II.l)

The transition probability in the external magnetic field

H+Hiexp(£2irvt) , in which Hi is the amplitude of the magnetic

vector of the radiation, can be written as

Pi.(H,Hi) = M±. (H,H!)-f [&±. (H)-hv) (11.23

with

M±j(H/H1) = |<i| ,(H,)|j>|
2 til.2a)

where Hiexp(i2Ttvt) is the time-dependent part of the

Hamiltonian of the system in the extarnal field, and

f(A..(H)-hv) is the lineshape function, indicating the degree

to which the resonance condition of Eq.lII.l) must be

fulfilled in order to provide absorption of microwave radiation.

The lineshape function must be normalized (as follows from the

time dependent perturbation theory):

+0°

I f(x) dx = 1 [II.2b)
— GO

There are two types of functions often applied to describe the

lineshape, Gaussian and Lorentzian, respectively:

f(x) = r"1/!/? exp{-2(x/r )2}
v v 111.33

/273? I 2 ' 1

These functions are usually sufficient, because epr spectra



normally are rather insensitive to details of the lineshape

function ether than the quantity r , representing the distance

between the inflexion points.

As mentioned earlier, in recording an epr spectrum the strength

of the magnetic field is varied at constant microwave frequency

and at constant orientation of the sample with respecc to the

magnetic field. This means that in Eq.(II.2) the lineshape

function should be replaced by one of the type g(H-H ) , in

which H is the strength of the magnetic field at which the

resonance condition is fulfilled exactly. The subscript a

identifies one of the solutions of Eq.(II.l), obtained by

varying the strength of the magnetic field in a fixed

direction. To each a there corresponds a pair of states i and j

between which the transition takes place. To determine the

peak-to-peak linewidth (the distance of the inflexion points)

on the magnetic field scale, it is reasonable to use the

approximation

Because A (H )=hv,
a a 3A

AO(H) - bv = (H-iy-g/dy.

Substituting this equation into one of the two functions of

Eq.(II.3) gives the peak-to-oeak linewidth on the magnetic

field scale,

3H
r - a
H,ot

9hv

rv,«' C I I' 4 ]

and Eq.(II.2) becomes

3H
Pa(H,Hj) =
a

a (II.5)

in which g.(x) is the lineshape function on the magnetic field

scale, having the same form as f(x) but containing T-, instead
ii

of T . Thus the integrated intensity of an experimental epr

line (in a fieldswept spectrum) is |3H /3hv| tiroes the

integrated intensity that would be observed in a frequency-

swept spectrum, as has been noticed by Aasa and Vanngard (9),



y
r

and is illustrated in Fig.II.1.

H - H a

Fig.TI.l Transition probability as a function of the
magnetic field and the frequency, respectively.

i '-

Concerning Eq.[II.5), it should be noted that |9H /8hv| and

consequently g (H-H ) will depend on the orientation of the

magnetic field. To make the notation less complicated this

dependence will not be indicated explicitly.

Some remarks should be made with respect to Eq.(II.4).

First, in dealing with a single line of a single paramagnetic

ion, it is reasonable to assume r independent of a and

of the orientation and strength of the magnetic field.

Secondly, in practice the resonances are composed of groups

of closely spaced lines (inhomogeneous broadening) originating

from unresolved hyperfine splittings or from such sample

imperfections that different ions in the sample should be

described by slightly'different spin Hamiltonian parameters.

In these cases one may use a nphenomenological" linewidth

that takes both types of inhomogeneous broadening into account:

rv,a

or alternatively.

H,a 3hv

lap2

I
9H

3p
(II.6)

Here p refers to the parameters in the spin Hamiltonian, and

r represents the standard deviation of the parameter p.



According to Eq.(II.5) the spectrum of a single crystallite

is -obtained as

I P ( H , H ! ) = I M ( H , H , ) '
a a

3hv •g (H-H ).

As mentioned earlier, to obtain the powder spectrum one must

superimpose the single crystal spectra for different orientations

of H and Hi.

In the usual experimental setup Hi is perpendicular to H. Hence

both directions can be described by one set of three Euler

angles relative to the Cartesian reference coordinates. The

references axis are chosen most conveniently along the

principle axis of the g tensor. The direction of H can be

described by the first two Euler angles 9 and <!> , which are

equal to the polar angles 9 and <$> as indicated in Fig.II.2.

Fig.II.2 The angles 6 and (|> describing the direction
of the magnetic field with respect to the
reference coordinates.

The direction of H can be described by the Euler angle . Thus

the powder spectrum becomes
TT IT 7T g H

r r r i 3 H

Q(H) = dX d* de sine-^M (H,H,)- ghf
i J } n Io o o

As noted before, all factors of the integrand depend on the

orientation of H, i.e., the angles 9 and"<j>. The quantity



Ma(H,Hi) also depends on the orientation of Hj, i.e., the

angle x- Hence the integration over x applies to M (H,Bi) only:

<Ma> = JdX Ma(H,Hj). [II.7)

In section II.6.c it is shown that after integrating

analytically, the expression for <M > contains the same matrix

elements as those required for calculating M (H,Hj) for a

single direction of Hi. Thus,

TT IT ^,T

Q(H) = jd(j) |d6

o o a
3hv

•g (H-H ) . (II.8)

Eq.(II.8) is the basis of all our calculations on powder

spectra.

II. 2 QUALITATIVE INTERPRETATION OF A POWDER SPECTRUM

A simple way to simulate a powder spectrum is to calculate

single-crystal spectra for a large number of orientations and

to superimpose them in order to obtain Q(H). However, in order

to obtain a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio, such a

calculation requires a very large number of orientations, and

consequently an excessive long computation time.

Eq.[II.8) becomes more transparent when it is rewritten as

3H
Q(H) = I fa« fc sin6«<M a

3hv
•9a(H-Ho) (II.8a)

This means that instead of integrating the full spectrum over

different orientations of the magnetic field, the integration

is performed for each line separately. Ofcourse, the

integrand of Eq.(II.8a) is a continuous function of 9 and <J>,

although it may be defined in only a part of the 6,<f> space.

In Fig.II.3 and II.4 the resonance positions of the various

lines are shown as a function of 6 , illustrating the more

precise meaning of the index a used in Eq.(II.8a).

By applying some approximations to Eq.[II.8a) one can get a

qualitative idea of the powder spectrum and its relationship

10



A S = 3/2 g=200 D=037cm"1 V=900GHz
T=60G

B C

1 2 3 4 5 6
*> MAGNETIC FIELD (K gauss)

Fig.II.3 Calculated powder spectrum of a system with axial
symmetry (a), and the angular dependence of the
resonance positions (c). The schematically integrated
spectrum (b) shows the connection betwoen (a) and (c).

with the single-crystal spectra. First i t is noticed that the

shape of the powder spectrum is hardly affected by the angular

dependence of the linewidth; hencer i t is reasonable to

assume rH to be a constant. Second, in general, <M >"| 3H /3hv|

does not show a strong angular dependence. Although this may

lead to some deviations in details, this angular dependence

is not taken into account. With" these approximations and a

11



30

\x .... ^

f ,%\ r . ' Y\
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 J 9 10 1 1 1 2

> magnet i c fi*td (fcG)

F i g . I I . 4 Calculated powder spectrum of an S=3/2 system with
orthorhombic symmetry (a ) , and the angular dependence
of the resonance pos i t ions (b) ; fu l l l i n e s for (J>=0
dotted l i n e s for <J>=90°. Parameters: g=2.00 r
D=0.37 cm , E=0.037 cm" , V=9.00 GHz, T=100 G.

newly defined function Sa,
TT IT

Sa(H) = |d<t> Jd9 s ine g a (H-H a ) ,

o o

Eq. [II.8a) simplifies to

Q(H) = I <Ma>-

II.9

11.10

For the powder spectra under consideration ga<H-Ha) is

close to a 6 function, differing from zero only in a narrow

range H -?„ < H < H +Ta . The quantity S (H) now be
Ct H f Ct (X tlfCL OC

12



interpreted as the area of a narrow contour at the surface of

the unit sphere corresponding with those 9 and <J> values for

which H (6,$) =H (see Fig.II.5). Thus sa(H) is a measure for

the number of orientations (6 ,(f>) fur which H^ - H.

The derivetive spectrum is obtained as

§<H> = I < V 3hv
ffo
dH (H). (II.10a)

a

This means that the peaks in the derivetive spectrum are found

at the turning points in the angular dependence of the

resonance positions H , where S (H) changes from a finite value

to zero. This is illustrated in Fig.II.3, which shows the

angular dependence of the resonance positions and the resulting

field-strength dependence of the absorption of the individual

transitions (the latter only schematically) of a system with

axial symmetry. Also shown is the powder spectrum obtained via

Eq.(II.8a) without any approximation but with a fixed linewidth

?„ =r. As expected, the positions of the peaks in the spectrum
n , Ot

correspond perfectly with the turning points in the angular

dependence of the resonance positions. This concept was used

in 1964 by Van Reijen (3) in analyzing orthorhombic Cr(IIl)

spectra.

To establish which turning point in the angular dependence of

the resonance positions corresponds with which peak in the

experimental powder spectrum, one will often need an estimate

of the peak heights and widths of the lines.

The peak height in the derivative spectrum can be obtained by

the approximation that dS (H )/dH is proportional to S (H )/r
Ot O ( X O t l , & ,

when (H ,8 , <J> ) indicates the turning point. Hence:

peak height ~ <M >• 3h\)

As discussed in section II.6.4, S (H ) can be expressed in

terms of the second derivatives of the resonance position

with respect to the orientation angles. For axial symmetry.

~ s i n 66o

32H -h
Cll.lla)

13
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4 0 /
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Fig.II.5 Polar diagram of the and values at which resonance
takes place in the examples of Fig.II.3 and II.4.
Three cross sections for constant magnetic field:
(a)H=5.8 kG, (b)H=6.2 kGr and (c)H=6.57 kG; T=100 G;
dashed and cross-hatched curves correspond to Fig.II.3;
solid and vertical-bar curves correspond to Fig.II.4.
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and for less than axial symmetry,

32H 32H ,32H ,2 -h
a a a- f 1 {II.lib)Sa(Ho) ~ sineo

assuming that the contributions to S (H ) come from a

relatively small angular region, and that 9 ?* 0. For turning

points at 9 =0 the expressions for S are much more complicated.

Table II.1 Comparison of estimated and calculated intensities
of the peaks in the epr spectrum of Pig.II.3.

3H /3hv|<M >

3H /9hv <M >sin6
a ^ a o

intemsity

3H /3hv (kG/GHz)

3H /3D (kG/cnT1)

3H /3E (kG/cra~ )

d\/M2\~h

A

134

97

97

0.20

-0.30

+8

B

151

25

29

0.27

+10

-16

C

340

30

32

0.41

+9

-38

* Peak height from the calculated powder spectrum of Fig.II.3.

For the example of Fig.II.3 some chracteristic quantities of

the turning points are given in Table II.1. It is seen that

the peak intensities predicted by Eq.(II.lla) agree very well

with the intensities obtained by a full calculation via

Eq.(II.8a). From Eq.CII.6) and the quantities of table II.1,

the following relations can be derived for the linewidths of

the example given:

r = o.2O r + 0.3 r + 8 r
A O D E

rB = o.27 rQ + io. rD + 16 rE

rc = o.4i rQ + 9 . rD + 38 r£

Thus undoubtedly:

When the crystals are perfect i.e., r_ = 0 and rE = 0, then

TA < ro « r,,. When the crystals are not perfect r « r_.
A D L. CD
and r « !"„ then r, « !*„ < !"„.

15



Generally,the analysis of a powder spectrum will be concentrated

on the determination of the parameters of the spin Hamiltonian.

This is rather easily done by fitting the calculated magnetic

field strength at the turning point in the angular dependence

of the resonance position to the experimental line position,

provided it is known which turning point corresponds with which

line. Comparison of the experimental line intensities and

linewidths with the theoretical guesses according to Eqs.TII.ll]

and [II.6) will be very helpful in assigning the experimental

lines. But when the symmetry is less than axial and the number

of lines is great, the assignment is often hardly possible. In

such cases a full simulation of the spectrum will be required

to make a reliable assignment.

II.3 COMPUTATION OF THE FULL POWDER SPECTRUM

The powder spectrum is formally described by Eq. II.8
IT TT

3H
Q(H) = |d$ d9 3hv

o o
ga(H-Ha).

For any direction of the magnetic field, i.e., 8 and <j>, the

calculation of H , <M >, 3H /3hv and r,T is straightforward.
a a a H,a *

Some details of the calculation of these quantities are

discussed in section II.6. In this section we are concerned

only with the integration.

First it should be noted that the given integration limits are

for the most general cases; often the symmetry of the spin

Hamiltonian allows a reduction of the integration limits, as

indicated in Table II.2.

The simplest way to calculate Q(H) is summing the integrand

for a closely spaced set of 6 and <J> values, i.e..

Q(H)

with 6.=

N

=i-l •

= (jr/N)i

M
I Isine
=1 a

and $.=

i'<Ma

(ir/M)

>•

j.

9Ha
3hv '%

However

(H-Ha)

, to g

spectrum one will need thousands of orientations. Calculation

of the spectrum for such a large number becomes prohibitive

16



Table II.2 Integration limits for the various
centrosynunetric point groups (*)

s2 (Cl)

C2h(C2;C lh)

D2h(D2;C2v)

C4h(C4;S4)

S6 (C3>

D3d D3 ; C3v

C6h(C6 ;C3h>
D 6 h ( D 3 h ; C 6 v ; C 6 h ; V
T (T)

°h
 ( v o )

D ^ ( C )
cch car

6 .

O-TT

O-TT/2

O-TT/2

O-TT/2

O-TT/2

/O-TT
1 O-TT/2

fO-TT
1 O-TT/2

O-TT/2

O-TT/2

as S. ort>
as D or

3d
O-TT/2

*

O-TT

O-TI

O-TT/2

O-TT/2

O-rr/4

O-TT/3
O-2TT/3

O-TT/6
O-Ti/3

O-TT/3

O-TT/6

D2h
D4h

* The corresponding noncentrosymmetric point
groups are given within parentheses. 6=0

corresponds with the principle axis. 6=ir/2,
cf>=0 corresponds with a twofold axis perpendicular
to the unique axis (when there is no such twofold
axis, i t is irrelevant where to start the
integration over <J>) .

when the symmetry i s less than ax ia l and the linewidth i s ;»•;

small relative to the magnetic field range covered by the :

spectrum. To obtain a signal-to-noise ratio of about 100, for '

an axial spectrum the number of orientations required is about -•

ten times the ratio of the field range to the linewidth. For !

a strongly orthorhombic spectrum the required number of J
i

orientations is about 500 times this ratio. :!

A way out of this problem is obtained by considering that the .',

angular dependence of the resonance position H and the valus ; :

of <M > I 3H /3hv I i s rather smooth. This means that when H and f
a ' a ' a . :

<M > | 3H /3hv| are known for a limited number of orientations, ''•

all information for intermediate orientations can be obtained ]

by interpolation.

We have experimented first with sets of interpolation functions '
17



extending over the complete integration range. It appeared to

be difficult to obtain interpolations going smoothly through

the known points without spurious oscillations. In this section

a short discussion of the results of this search is given. In

the next section a "local interpolation scheme" that is suited

better for calculating powder spectra is discussed separately.

First our experience has shown that the interpolation function

must fulfill two important requirements: serious discontinuities

f.re only allowed in third and higher derivatives of H vs 6 and

<J>, and the number of extrema must be equal to the number of

extrema of the function that interpolates linearly

between neighbouring points (no spurious oscillations). A

consequence is that all types of polynomial are unsuited

because the higher-order terms tend to oscillate, while without

the higher-order terms they are not flexible enough.

Much attention has been paid to the "spline functions", which

have the form

F(x) = I ci-si(x),

in which the "spline" si(x) is (x-a^
11 for x>a. and zero

elsewhere. The a.'s are a set of "knots", more or less

uniformly distributed over the range of x under consideration.

The constants c. are available to fit the interpolation

function F(x) to the known points. The spline functions are

very flexible, but still show a strong tendency to oscillate,

although much less than polynomials. Many modifications of the

spline function are possible that may remove this problem. A

very simple solution is provided by the "rounded ramp" function

introduced by Lagerlov (4), which have the form

.f\(x) = ln(l + exp{bi(x-ai)}) ,

with a. again a knot. This function shows a smooth transition

from f. (x)=0 for x « a . to /. (x)=b.x for x » a.; the

smoothness of this transition may be adapted by the choice of

the b.'s. Interpolating with these rounded ramp functions

gives perfect axial spectra starting from H and <M >13H /3hv j

18



values calculated for about 30 orientations.

All these interpolation methods, however, still have one

common and important disadvantage: it must be established which

line at one orientation of the magnetic field corresponds with

which line at an other orientation, in the sense as discussed

in the previous section. From Figs. II.3 and II.4 it is seen

that the correlation is rather obvious. Yet it is not simple

to make a reliable computer program that establishes this

correspondence. Of course one might sort the transitions without

resorting to the computer by using a plot of the angular

dependence of uhe resonance positions as presented in Figs.II.3

and II.4. For S=5/2, however, this is a cumbersome task even

if symmetry is axial, and even much more so for lower symmetry.

II.4 INTERPOLATION SCHEME FOR THE SIMULATION OF POWDER SPECTRA

To be less dependent on the establishment of the correspondence

between the transitions, we have chosen a piecemeal

interpolation. This can be realized by requiring that the

interpolation function not only describes the resonance

positions at the two subsequent orientations involved, but

also describes their derivatives, i.e., 3H /36 and 3H /3<J>.

The continuity of the derivatives thus obtained quarantees a

smooth interpolation over the whole angular range. For those

intervals where the correspondence between the transitions

cannot be established completely reliably, the interpolation

is replaced by a direct calculation from the spin Hamiltonian

of H and <M >|3H /3hv| in a very dense .net of orientations.

Thus the advantage of the interpolation is lost only in a small

angular range.

The quantities H^, 3H /36, 3H /3(j>, <Ma> | 3Ha/3hv | and the

energy-level numbers i and j, obtained by numbering the energy

levels in order of increasing energy, are calculated for all

transitions at the corners of a network of orientations.

Because corresponding transitions always have the same

energy-level numbers, only transitions with the same values of i

and j need to be considered at a time. Problems arise where the
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• H

Fig.II.6 The three elementary patterns in the angular
dependence of the resonance positions. Roman
numerals refer to examples in Fig.II.3.

same combination i,j occurs more than once at the orientation

under consideration. For these orientations correlations must

be established for sets of neighbouring points of the network.

The computer must recognize the different patterns of the

angular dependence of H to be met in practice. In Fig.II.6

the three elementary patterns are shown for one variable

angle. The actual patterns can be any combination of them. When

only one transition is found at one orientation and none at

the other orientation, it is likely that one bas to do with

pattern III. A check on this is that H + 2(DTI /36)(92-G!) is

outside the range of the magnetic field considered. When at

both orientations only one transition is found, it is likely

that one has to do with pattern I. A check on this is

Ha(e2) -
9Hr

36 -ie2)

When two transitions are found at one orientation and none at

the other one it is likely that cue has to do with pattern II.

A check on this is

(VV
3H 3HR -1

In analyzing more complicated patterns one has two additional

criteria: the transitions will never cross each other, and

the transition probability will not change strongly in a

pattern of type I (contrary to a pattern of type II). Now for

each of the patterns of Fig.II.6 interpolation functions are

required, while more parameters should be available for Ha,
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of which the derivatives must fit too, than for quantities such

andas <Ma>, <M >|3H /3hv .
The following fuctions have been chosen:

Pattern I:

Pattern II:

H (e)=ao+aie+a2e
2+a3e

3,

<Ma>(e)=bo+bi0.
(11.12)

H
a
a, p

(8)=a o+a 29±/ai+a 3e,

>(e)=b 0±b 1/a,+a 3e.
(11.13)

These functions ensure that for

e=-ai/a3=6 the transitions collapse:
max

H (8 )=HD(6 )a max B max' <M
a

6 )=<Ma>(6 )
max $ max

3H

38 l max'

3Hg

36 (eraax'=°

Pattern III: Ha(6)=a0+a2e,

<Ma>(9)=bo-
(11.14)

Extending the scheme to less than axial symmetry, one should

make a choice of the system of orientations used for

interpolation. There are two reasonable alternatives: a

triangular net of points uniformly distributed over the unit

sphere, or a square net of points uniformly distributed over

the 6,<j> plane. The former is likely the most efficient one,

while the latter can be implemented easiest in a computer

program. Therefore in this preliminary work we have chosen the

square net.

To determine the interpolation function, describing the

resonance positions and their derivatives 3H /86 and 3H /3<{i
a a

at the four orientations, many combinations of the elementary

patterns shown in Fig.II.6 should be taken into account. In our

computer program only those situations are considered in which

only pattern I occurs with variation of <j>, while all three

patterns may occur with variation of 6. This means that the

computer program is adapted very well to systems with symmetry

slightly less than axial, but that it will be less efficient

when the resonance positions show a complicated $ dependence.

Inplementation of other patterns is straightforward but will
21



make the program somewhat lengthy.

The interpolation functions required for the patterns considered

in our computer program can be obtained from Eqs.(11.12), fll.13)

and (11.14) by the substitution

3-o - ao 2 3

2<(>
2+ai 3<f>3/

, (11.15)
a3 - a + a < p

b 0 = b

These functions will guarantee that H is continuous over the

whole angular range. But also when 3H /39 is fitted exactly

at the orientations between which is interpoalted, it will be

a continuous function of <J> but not necessary of 6. The reverse

applies to 3H /3<j>. This is a serious problem of the scheme,

which will introduce some "noise" in the calculated spectrum.

However, this effect is reduced by the fact that 3H /36 becomes

continuous when 3H /3<(> vanishes and vice versa, t^ns in those

angular regions in which the resulting spectrum is most

sensitive to disconinuities.

II. 5 APPLICATION TO THE SIMULATION OF AN EXPERIMENTAL SPECTRUM

The suitability of the program for the simulation of epr powder

spectra is illustrated clearly in Fig.II.7. This figure shows

the experimental as well as the calculated spectrum of Fe(III)

substituted at the aluminium sites in A100H (diaspoor). The

powder spectrum has been recorded by Van Dijk (7) . The angular

dependence of the resonance positions is very complicated,

resulting in many weak high-field lines. The spectrum can be

described by the spin Hamiltonian (8)

H = ggH-S + DS2 + E(S2-S2) + bo{35s"-(3OS2+3OS-25)S2}

b2{(7S
2-14Sz-S

2-S+9)S2

g= 2.000 b0=-0.311xl0
 4 cm '

D=-0.3657 cm"1 b2= 4.693xio"
4 cm"1

E=-0.1723 cm"1 b*= 4.167xlO~4 cm"1.
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calc

6 8 10 12 U 16 18 20
MAGNETIC FIELD (K GAUSS)

Fig.II.7 X-band powder spectrum of Fe(III) in A1OOH (diaspora).
The broad line at 8 kG in the experimental spectrum is
due to the apparatus. For clearity the part above 2.5 kG
has been magnified by a factor four. The two spectra
have been scaled to have the same heights at the main
peak.
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Ir. calculating the spectrum an orientation-independent linewidth

t of 80 Gauss was used. The original grid, for which resonance

positions, derivatives and intensities had been calculated from

the Hamiltonian, consisted of about 1200 points, obtained by

deviding the 9=0 to 90° into 30 intervals and <J>=0 to 90° into

; 40 intervals. Interpolation created a grid with intervals

t A9=0.2° and A<t>=0.2°, containing 2x10 orientations in one octant.

f In about 10% of the cases no interpolation was applied because

1: of dubious correlation of the resonances, or not availability

of the appropriate interpolation formula. Thus direct

calculation of resonance positions and intensities at some

20,000 extra orientations was necessary.

The time required for computation of this type of spectrum will

depend on the computer system used and details of the algorithm,

as well as the magnitude of the effective spin, the linewidth,

and the symmetry. Our computer program for axial symmetric

systems takes about (2S+1)5/F seconds (in which T is the line-

width in Gauss) on an IBM 370-158. The spectrum of Fig.II.3,

for example, took 20 sec. When symmetry is less than axial,

computation time increases considerably. For example an axial

spectrum for S=5/2 and T=50 G seldom takes more than 3 minutes,

while the spectrum of Fig.II.7 took almost 60 minutes. The

latter figure certainly could be better than halved by increas-

ing the efficiency of the program.

II.6 APPENDIX: COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

In this appendix some details of the computation of some

quantities used in this chapter are discussed.

II.6.1 RESONANCE POSITION

For an arbitrary choice of the parameters of the spin Hamiltonian

and the direction of the magnetic field one can calculate the

matrix ff(H), which depends on the strength of the magnetic

field only. By solving the eigenvalue equation

B C ± = E ± C^ , (11.16)
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one obtains the energy levels E. and the eigenvectors C. as a

function of H. A transition between the ith and the jth energy

level will occur at that value of the magnetic field at which

X±.(H) = |E±(H) - E.(H)| - hv = 0 (11.17)

This equation is usually solved by calculating X..<H) for a

series of values of the magnetic field. When

X i j ( V X i j ( H n + l
) < °

there will be a value H of the magnetic field between H and

H + 1 for which X^fH )•=(); this value can be approached by

successive interpolation. This method has been described by,

among others, Tynan and Yen (5). A disadvantage of this method

is that if there is more than one value of H between H and
a n

H +. for which Xi.(H )=0, one will overlook some of these

solutions. Some of the omitted resonance positions will be

retrieved by the interpolation scheme proposed in section II.4.

A direct method of calculating all resonance positions as the

(real) eigenvalues of a generalized eigenvalue equation has

been given by Belford et al.(6). Thus far, however, no

efficient numerical method is available for solving this

generalized eigenvalue equation.

11.6.2 DERIVATIVES OF THE RESONANCE POSITION

To obtain expressions for the derivatives of the resonance

positions with respect to the parameters in the spin Hamiltonian

(including the angles describing the orientation of the magnetic

field) we need the expressions for the derivatives of the enere/

levels, which are discussed first.

The derivative of the energy levels can be obtained via a

perturbative expansion of the eigenvalue equation CII.16).

To this end H, C. and E. are expanded into a Taylor series

!•' with respect to the parameters p. For example,

I 3E. 82E.
i E. = E° + -»-i Ap + ••• + 4 i <AP)2 + (11.18)
|: l i 3p 2 3 p 2

Substituting these in the eigenvalue equation, one obtains a

power series in Ap, which must vanish for all values of Ap.
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This means that the coefficient of each term in the series must

vanish, i.e.,

(fl°-E£) C° = 0

/ n 0 — ra 0 \ -1- , OB _ X 1 „ 0

i 3p [ 3p 3p J i

Making use of the expansion

p

and the (

I
j

Dr

c°Vc?

a.C°.

thogona

= E° 6

one obtains

3E.

3p

and

- <

ot 3ff o
i "3p i

(11.19)

j^i3p3q l 3p9q " ' '.U' H 3P j j 3q ij i j J j

i
The same expression holds for

32E. CII-20)

3P2

The derivatives of the resonance position can be expressed in

terms of the derivatives of E. by expanding &=|E.-E.| in a

Taylor series:

Implicit differentiation with respect to the parameter p, with

the condition A=A° =hv, gives for the first derivatives

3H —
^ | f (11.21)
3p Â_

3H

In the same way, one obtains for the second derivatives with

respect to the angles 6 and <)> under the conditions 3H /39=O and

8H /3(|>=0, which apply to Eqs.(II.lla) and Cll.llb),
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32A

(11.22)39 3cf>

and the same expression holds for 32H /36 2 and 32H / 3 $ 2 .

Another method of obtaining derivatives of the resonance

positions has been presented in an implicit form by Belford

et al. (10), starting from their "eigenfield" equation.

II.6.3 AVERAGE TRANSITION PROBABILITY

The transition probability for a particular direction of the

static magnetic field depends on the orientation of the magnetic

vector of the radiation, which can have any direction perpendic-

ular to the static magnetic field. For a powder spectrum one

needs only the average of these transition probabilities as

defined in Egs.(II.2a) and (II.7):

IT

<Ma> = |dX|<i|ffi(Hi) | j>|
2.

o

Usually, H\ (Hi )=BHi"g*S. Expressing the directions of the s ta t ic
magnetic field H and those of Hi in terms of the Euler angles
(9, <j>, and y) relat ive to the principle axes of the g-tensor,

B = H(sinecosiji; sin6sin<}>; cosO)
Hi = Hi (cos9cos<t>cosx-sin<f>sinx; cos6sin(J>cosx+cos<J>sinx; -sinecosx)

one obtains
IT

<M > = g^Hj I <i | (cos8cos<j>cosx-sin<{>sinx)g S
Ot I XX

o + (cos9sin<j>cosx+cos(J)sinx)g S
- sinScosx g S |j>|2 dx (11.23)

z z
Making use of

IT IT IT

/cos2x dx = /sin2x dx = \ and /cosxsinx dx=0
o o o

the avarage transition probability becomes
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<M > = (ir/2)B2H2{kilg cos6cos<f>S +g cos9sin<j)S -g s ines h > | 2

+ |< i | g sinits -g cos<j>S h > | 2 } (11.24)
1 ' x Y x y y' ' '

Clearly the computation of <M> poses no extra problems as

compared with the computation of the transition probability ;

for a single orientation of Hi, represented by the integrand

of Eq.(11.23).

II.6.4 APPROXIMATION OF S (HQ)

An important factor in determining the relative peak intensities

in a powder spectrum is the value of

Sa(HQ) = /d<f> /de s ine g(HQ-Ha)

at the turning point in the angular dependence of the resonance :

position (H ,6 ,<f> ) . An approximation to S (HQ) can be obtained

in the following way: ;

1) The lineshape function is approximated by a normalized I

square pulse .

g(Ho-Ha)=l/r when |HQ-Ha| < r/2 j

=0 otherwise, jj

2) The angular dependence of H is approximated by i

32H . 32H 32H •
Ha = Ho + I ~ ( 9~ eo ) 2 + I <.<!>-<!>Q)

2 + (e-90) (*-<f>0), •

3) sine is approximated linearly. ",

The expression for S (H ) then becomes i

fae {sineo+(e-eo)coseo} •

in which the integration bounderies are given by (see Fig.II.5)

a2n r~ a2H a2n a2n 1

Oil I T o H _ O H O t t ^

0 \} 369$ 392 3*2-1 °
(8) =

Performing the integration, one obtains
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3zH« 2L _ I « I
a o 2 a * 2 afla,(J •»363<J>

(11.25)

Obviously, this approximation is only correct when a small

angular region contributes to Sa(H ) and when 6 ̂ 0.

In a similar way an approximation to S (H ) can be obtained

when H is independent of <(> (axial symmetry) :

So(HQ) ~ sin6o

39'
(11.26)

,3
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CHAPTER I I I

SPIN HAMILTONIAN FOR PAIRS OF INTERACTING PARAMAGNETIC IONS

I I I . l INTRODUCTION

The interaction between paramagnetic ions is usually described

by means of a spin Hair.iltonian with which the energy levels in

a magnetic field can be calculated. The spin Hamiltonian is a

superposition of sm-jle-ion terms and interaction terms. The

former contain spin operators of one ion only, while the latter

contain products of spin operators of both ions, of which the

Heisenberg interaction Si-J*S2 is met most frequently.

EPR spectroscopy is especially applicable to the study of pairs

of orbital singlet ions with a strong interaction. The effect

of spin-orbit interaction then is small. Consequently, the epr

lines will be narrow even at relatively high temperature. For

small spin-orbit interaction effects, as compared with the

the isotropic magnetic interaction, the total spin of the pair

is a good quantum number and the energy levels split into well

separated multiplets. The spectrum of each of those multiplets

is analyzed most easily with a spin Hamiltonian containing spin

operators acting on the total spin of the pair and describing

only the multiplet under consideration. Contrarily, the spin

Hamiltonian with spin operators acting on the individual spins

describes all multiplets at the same time and consequently

contains more parameters than needed for the description of a

single multiplet.

To compare the magnetic interactions in different systems one

will need the parameters of the interaction terms explicitly

and thus the relations between the parameters of both types of

spin Hamiltonians. Some of the relations were already given by

Owen (1) in 1961. More recently, Chao (2) - by using the

Wigner-Eckart theorem - showed that the relations of Owen are

much more generally applicable than originally stated. Chao's
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approach, however, cannot be applied directly to spin

Hamiltonians containing fourth order zero field splitting terms

or anisotropic biquadratic interactions. As in this thesis

Fe(III) pairs are under consideration, these terms have to be

included in the analysis of the epr spectra. Therefore, in this

chapter a complete formulation will be worked out.

It will be shown that the application of the properties of

y irreducible tensorial sets (3) gives rather simple relations

|; between the parameters of both types of spin Hamiltonians in

f their most general form. These simple relations replace the

£; tedious algebra necessary to calculate the matrix elements

£ of the spin Hamiltonian containing spin operators acting on

I. the individual spins on the basis of the total spin functions

pi of the pair. The latfcar method was used succesfully among

j';. others by Henning et al. (4) , to analyse the epr spectra of

i Cr(III) pairs in some oxo-spinels, but its application to the

Fe(III) pairs discussed in this thesis is almost unmanagable.

Apart from the relations between the two types of spin

Hamiltonians, it is essential first to pay attention to the

formulation of the interaction terms. It will be shown that

the description of the interaction in terms of spherical

tensors is most convenient. The relations mentioned above

become simple and the introduction of a linearly independent

set of higher order interaction terms (like the anisotropic

biquadratic interactions required for Fe(III) pairs) is

straightforward.

III. 2 FORMULATION OF THE PAIR HAMILTONIAN IN TERMS OF IRREDUCIBLE

SPHERICAL TENSOR OPERATORS

The general spin Hamiltonian for two interacting ions in terms

of irreducible spherical tensor operators of the individual

spins is

H = H1 + Hi + Hn (III.l)
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H. = I (G(k)(H) + A(k)JT(k)(S.) (III.la)
k

= spin Hamiltonian for ion i, when it has no
interaction with the other ion.

*!* = I lB(klk2)fTtkl)(S!) x T
(k2)(S2)l (Ill.lb)

k2 ki *• '
= interaction between the ions.

The most important characteristics of the spherical tensors

are presented in table III.l. For a detailed discussion we

refer to the books of Edmonds (5) and of Fano and Racah (3).

It should be noted that the tensors defined in table III.l
-hkdiffer by a factor (-2) from those' of Fano and Racah; thus

all spin operators are real and unnecessary constant factors

are avoided.

Although some parts of the Hamiltonian of Eq.CIII.li are

usually expressed in terms of cartesian tensors (g-tensor,

J-tensor), application of spherical tensors has the important

advantage that the extensive knowledge of the properties of

the full rotation group (especially transformation under

coordinate rotation, vector-coupling and the Wigner-Eckart

theorem) can be used, which is very important in handling

higher order tensors.

Three examples coming forward on applying the Hamiltonian

of Eq.(III.l), will be used to illustrate these points

a) Any (2S+1)x(2S+1) matrix can be considered to be a

representation of the operator

k=-0 q=-k q q

on the basis of the 2S+1 spin functions |s,m>. Then all
(k)

parameters A are linearly independent. This also holds

for the magnetic field independent part of Eq.CIII.l) on the

basis of the spin functions | Sj iin̂ lsj fm2>.

One could equally apply the operator
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Table III.l Irreducible spherical tensor operators

T (S) = "contra-standard" tensor operator for spin S
rv 1 4.

(S) = q-th component of the k-th order
"standard" tensor operator, -k<_q<_k.

(k) _ (k) (k) (k) _ (k)* Jk)
r " {aBy}

Rr g i = 1st rotation of' coordinates round z-axis by angle y

2nd rotation of coordinates round y-axis by angle 6

3rd rotation of coordinates round z-axis by angle a

(k)
{a6v} = stan(^ar^ representation matrix of the k-th

irreducible representation of the full rotation
group.

T k ( S ) ~
S

+ = Sx +

|_S±'Tq ^ s

T(
g

k)+(S) =

(s+r
% S

•y

)1 =
( -D

/k(k+l)-q(q±l)

g Tc_k)(s)

some important tensor operators

k q T(
g

k)(S) = (-]

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

- (s z s + + s + s z )
/27I (3Sz-S

2)

-/2 (S,

/I77 {'

-/277 {(7Sz-3S2Sz-Sz)S+ + S+

/2/35 • (35S^-30S2S|+25S2-6S2 z
+3S")

-S )
ZZ
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aaB--Sa S8 " * (<*,&•• = x,y,z)

in which a „ is a cartesian tensor of rank 2S. The

parameters a gi>,. however, are not linearly independent.

Spherical tensors are thus better suited to incorporate a

complete set of linearly independent parameters into the

spin Hamiltonian.

b) Hi, #2 and Hn in Eq.(III.l) will in general be defined

relative to different coordinate systems (Hi and H2

relative to the symmetry axes of ion 1 and 2 respectively;

#12 relative to the symmetry axes of the pair).

Consequently, one has to rotate several tensors to the

common coordinate system in which the actual calculation

will be performed. However, rotation of a cartesian tensor

of rank four - for example - is a rather cumbersome process.

Although rotation of a spherical tensor is in essence not

simpler, one can use the known representations of the full

rotation group as indicated in table III.l.

c) The calculation of the matrix elements of spherical

tensor operators is much simpler than those of cartesian

tensor operators. Compare, for example, <s,mjs't | s,m~> with

<s,m|S^|s,m'>.

We shall now discuss the Hamiltonian of Eq.(III.l) in some

more detail.

The magnetic field independent part

l A o o Ttk)(s) = l f A(k> ^ki ( a )

k k q=-k q g

is the zero field splitting in a conventional form, in which

the A s are the zero field splitting parameters.

The field dependent part

I G{k)(H) • T(k](S)
k

represents the coupling of the spin S with the magnetic field

H. The most general coupling is represented by
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( k' k ) tk''x

However, one usually limits the field dependent terms to

k=k'=l. In that case

wich is equivalent to

(a,B=x,y,z)

GL. (H) = h 7 H <±g -ig )± i a ax av
a •*

Go >(H) = "^ I Ha ga Z •

The coupling between the spins Si and S 2 is described by

Eq.(III.lb). In the next section we have to apply this

operator to the eigenfunctions of the total spin, i.e., to sets

of functions irreducible under rotation of both spins together.

Hence, in order to apply the Wigner-Eckart theorem the direct

products in Eq.fIII.lb3 must be reduced to operator sets

irreducible under rotation of both spins together.

CIII.lc)

,S2 ) E :T(k2)(S2))
(k )

q

k2 k q | kj q, ;k2 q2 ) T " 1 1 3(SI )T t k 2 \ s 2 )

Bv (ki k2 k q ;k 2 q 2 ) 3(kik2)

Notice that because of our phase factors of the tensor operators,

the adjoints of the coupled tensors are

T* : k l k 2 ) +( S l,S 2) = (-i)*+ki+k*+q T
(_kg

:klk2l(S,,S2)

As the bilinear interaction is usually written as a cartesian

tensor S\ 'J'S2 we give in table III.2 the relations of this

tensor with the spherical tensors used in Eq.(III.lc) as well

as those used in Eq.(III.lb). Although the operators will not

enter the calculations explicitly, they are tabulated as an

illustration.
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Table III.2 relations between the cartesian tensor notation and the

spherical tensor notation of the bi-linear interaction.

B
-qi-q2

Tfl)(Sl)
qi T

-qi

1 1 (1/4)(J -J )-(i/4)(J +J )
' xx yy xy yx

0 /U
S. S_
1+ 2+

0 1 -/1/8(J -ij )
zx zy

0 ° (1/2)JZZ
Sl.J.S2 = I B ( k : 1 1 )T t k : i n( S l,S 2)

k=l

B
(k:U) B(k:ll)*

k q

-s1+s2_

-^2 S
lz 2+

2 2

2 1

2 0

1 1

1 0

0 0

(Jyx-Jxy) (S1_s2+-s1+s2j
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From table III.2 the following relations are obvious:

B ( 0 : 1 1 ) T(0:11}(Si,S2) = J S!-S2
 J = ( Jxx + Jyy + Jzz ) / 3

is the isotropic part of the interaction,while

B ( 1 : 1 1 ) TC1:11)(Si,S2) =»(Ei A S2)

= *<Jxy-Jyx)*(SlxS2y-S
1y

S2x>

p is the anti-symmetric Dzialoshinsky interaction, and

= S i. J. S 2 J f J (J^+J^) -fi^J

is the anisotropic symmetric interaction.

Inspection of the Hamiltonian of Eqs.CIII.l), till.la) and

(Ill.lb) shows that/ apart from the omission of a number of

magnetic field dependent terms, it is the most general spin

Hamiltonian for the (2Sj+l)*(2S2+l) energy levels and that

(V all parameters are linearly independent. The straightforwardness

! of the formulation of such a spin Hamiltonian is one of the

K advantages of the use of irreducible spherical tensors as

I compared with cartesian tensors. This advantage becomes more

;: apparent when higher order tensors are needed. For example, the

I full biquadratic cartesian interaction tensor consists of 81

f terms of the form S S S_ S 2 z, S S sox
S2x" O f t n e s e 81 terms

j only 25 are linearly independent, which are represented by

\ TC2](Si) X T [ 2 ) ( S 2 ) . As will be discussed in section III.4, of

i these 25 terms only the 14 terms in T : (Si,S2) and

! T ' (Si,S2) will be needed to describe the epr spectra of

I a pair with a strong isotropic interaction. There is no simple '~°i

I- way to extract the required terms from the full cartesian j>

i; tensor. ;j5

I 'I
\ I
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III.3 APPROXIMATIONS FOR STRONG ISOTROPIC INTERACTION

The isotropic part of the interaction h'i2 is:

till.2)

When the interaction is strong, i.e., when the differences

in eigenvalues of HQ are large relative to the effect of

B' = B - BQ

one can treat E' as a perturbation, that only mixes eigen-

functions of HQ with almost equal eigenvalues. The matrix of

H on the basis of the eigenfuctions of H will become
o

"blockdiagonal", which simplifies the calculation considerably

relative to the calculation on the basis of the spin product

functions |sj nu>|s2m2>. Each block describes the energy levels

(and thus the epr spectrum) of a single multiplet. Thus the

epr spectrum is split into a number of less complicated

spectra, which can be described independently of each other.

Both types of calculations are illustrated in Fig.III.1

Fig.III.1 Schematic illustration of the effects of the choice
of the basis functions on the matrix representation
of the spin Hamiltonian of a pair of paramagnetic ions.

It is simple to see that the total spin functions:

! s i s 2 s m> = I I (Si s2 s mj Sim! ;s2m2 ) |simi> |s2m2>
mi ni2

are eigenfunctions of H with eigenvalues:
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E s l S 2 s m = I B o ° : k k ) ( 2 S + l ) " i < s 1 s 2 s || T [ 0 : k k ) ( S 1 , S 2 ) | | S l s 2 S >
k ( I I I . 3 )

in which <Si s2 s | | T : (S i ,S 2 ) || S[ s2 s> i s a reduced mat r ix
element , def ined by:

[ s k s1

-m q m1

The matrix elements of n on the basis of the spin functions

jsi s2s m> can be written as:

_ fs k s'l
<sis2s m|ff|sis2s ra > = \ <-l)

S m x (III.4)

k [-m q m' J

G (H) + A <SiS2sj|T (SI) ||SIS2S'>

5is2s|| T
(k)(S2) ||sis2s

1>

l,S2) ||sis2s
p>|

in which the summation over k is limited to |s-s1 | < k < s+s1.

The reduced matrix elements in this equation are numerical

constants independent of the particular system under

consideration.

On introducing the approximation that only the matrix elements

of H within a particular multiplet are considered, i.e., s=s',

H can be replaced by an effective single ion type spin

Hamiltonian, the parameters of which depend on the particular

multiplet under consideration.

Hs = ̂  (G<s
k)(H) + Agk)) Ttk)(s>- (III.5)

The relations between the parameters of H and H are:

fW 1 fir 1
( k , f k l < S , S 2 S | | T (SI) II st 32 S> . . < S I S 2 S | | T (S 2 ) | i s l s 2 s>

G(k)(H) = G(k)(H) —. + G(k)(H) ^
s <S | |T I K J (S ) ||s> <S | |T 1 J(S) ||s>
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Table I I I . 3 Relat ions between the reduced matrix elements

< S l S a s | | T ( k ) ( S l ) | | s l S 2 s - > = (_! +k

<S l S 2 s | |T t k ) (S 2 ) | | S l B 2 s '> = ( - l ) S l + S 2 + S + k C
[s- s SjJ

( k l (A 2 S + l ) ( 2 S - + l ) < s 2 | | T ( k l ( S 2 ) ||s2>

si si

s 2 s2 k2

s s' k J

T tk l )(T t k l ) ( S i ) | | s l > < s 2 ! | T ( k 2 ) (S 2 ) | | s 2 >( k 2 ) (



Table I I I . 4 Expressions for 3 j - , 6 j - and 9j-symbols

S I S 2 S 3 ] S1-S2-H

mi ni2 nigj
(Si s a s s - n ^ m i ;s2m2)

-S2-m;

= 6 m 1 + m 2 + m 3 , O A ( S l ' S 2 ' S 3 )

: (s2-m2)'. (s3+m3):'(s3-m3):

Sl S2 S3

S4 S5

Si S 2 S3

Sl, S S S6

S7 Sg S9

A ( S l , S 2 / S 3 ) =

p pi (si+s2-s-p)! (sj-mi-p): (S2+ni2-p): (s3-S2+mi+p): (s3-si-m2+p)!

I A ( s i , s 2 , s 3 )

(-I)2p(2p+1)
Si S,, S7 S2 S5

Lse s 9 p P sej IP

-P): (22356-P)!

S3 S6 S9

S 2

f (s i+s 2 -s 3 ) ! (S1-S2+S3): (-S1+S2+S3):

S]23 = S1+S2+S3



. . . . . . <sjs2s|| Ttk'(S,) ||sis2s> <s,s2s|| Ttkl(S2) ||Sls2s>
As = A(k) — + A(k) ^

l f S 2 ) ||sis2s>

<s|| T(k)(S) || s>

These relations again are independent of the particular system

under consideration.

The simplicity and generality of Eq.(III.5) clearly illustrates

the advantage of the formalism as presented. Eq.(III.4)will be

needed only in the case of an accidental degeneracy of two

multiplets, in which case also the matrix elements between

these multiplets are required.

Conventional expressions for the reduced matrix elements can

be obtained by using the recoupling relations for angular

momenta (3,5). All the required reduced matrix elements can

be expressed in terms of 6j- and 9j-symbols and the reduced

matrix element:

<s|| T°°(S) ||s'> = 6c . (-l)
k k! f 2§±!S±! 1 (III.6), . (1) k! I

' [(2s-k): (2k):
as presented in table III.3.

The corresponding expressions for the 6j- and 9j-symbols are

given in table III.4

III. 4 APPLICATIONS

In practice, the number of parameters required to describe the

epr spectrum of a pair of paramagnetic ions is considerable

less than in the spin Hamiltonian given in Eq.(III.l).

a) All matric elements of Tl J(S) vanish for k>2S.

b) When Si and S 2 refer to the real spin, as is the case

for systems to which this chapter applies, it follows from

time reversal symmetry:

(kl
G (H) = 0 for k=even and for even powers of H

A ( k ) = 0 for k=odd

B(k,k') = 0 f o r k + k i = o d d
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c) The spin Hamiltonian reflects the site symmetry of the pair, :;

"which may reduce the number of parameters further. \

d) On the basis of physical arguments the magnetic field j

dependence is usually limited to G (H) and to terms •

linear in H, as was mentioned before. ;

e) From the properties of the 9j-symbols it follows that: -'•

<S2S2s|| T " 1 (Sj,S2) ||siS2s> = 0 '

for k=odd (ki+k2 has to be even).

Hence, these interaction terms will not affect the epr

spectrum in first order.

The best known interaction of this type is the Moriya-

Dzialoshinski interaction TC1:11)(SJ ,S2 ) . The strength of

this interaction can be estimated as (6)
A2 B(0:l
g

and its effect on the epr spectrum as:

in which AH is the change in line position, Ag the deviation

of the g-value from 2.0023 and A , the energy difference

between the multiplet under consideration and the nearest

multiplet. Noting thai. Ag/g will be of the order of

magnitude of 1% for orbitally non-degenerated ions, it is

clear that the Moriya-Dzialoshinsky interaction will have

a very small effect on the epr spectrum in most cases.

Moreover,part of the effect can be described within the

experimental accuracy by other interaction terms.

An important class of systems is that of two similar ions. For

these systems the g-tensor does not depend on the particular

multiplet under consideration:

gs = I (gi + gz)

The zero field splitting of the multiplets will be largely

represented by the terms:

The values of a and 8 » representing the contribution froms s
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the single ion anisotropy and the anisotropic interaction j

respectively/ follow from Eq. (III.5) and are presented in J

table III.5 for some relevant values of the single ion spin S. "'$

1
These data will be used for the interpretation of S=5/2 pair _!

spectra in chapter VI of this thesis. The main characteristics ',
(2) ''

of the contribution from the single ion anistropy to A o is
o

its change of sign on increasing the value of the total spin

S, and the resulting small contribution for intermediate

values of S.

1/2

1

V2

3/2

i

1

2

1

2

3

1

2

3

4
5

0

-315

105

-756

0

126

-2016

-300

-14

90

140

Table III.5 Dependence of the coefficients a and f?= in

s s[ 1 2 J s
ion spin Si=S2 and the total spin S.

Si S 630 ag 630 Bg

315

630

210

1071

315

189

2331

615

329

225

175

To see how large the isotropic interaction has to be, in order |

that the matrix elements between the multiplets can be omitted, |
4

several calculations on S=3/2 pairs were performed without |

omitting these matrix elements but with different strength of i

the bilinear interaction J S^Sa (B ( 0 : 1 1 ) = -|/5 J) relative '\

to the zero field splitting & of the single ion. j

An example of such a calculation is given in Fig.III.2 for \
i
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Pig.III.2 Resonance positions of a Cr(III) pair in ZnGa O (6)
on varying the strength of the isotropic interaction
J. The magnetic field is along the line joining the
two ions and the microwave frequency is 36 GHz.
A is the zero field splitting of the single io.

a Cr(III) pair in ZnGa-O. as discussed by Henning et al. (4).

We found in a l l cases that when:

the errors introduced by the omission of the matrix elements

between the multiplets are negligible.
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CHAPTER IV

SELECTION, PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SAMPLES

I V . 1 SURVEY OF SUITABLE SYSTEMS

A systematic study of the magnetic interactions between

transition metal ions incorporated in diamagnetic sulfides

by means of magnetic susceptibility and magnetic resonance

measurements requires in the first place a choice of

diamagnetic host lattices and magnetic ions. Therefore, all

known sulfides have been divided into groups with the same

crystal structure. Most of the required information could

be obtained from the compilation of crystal data by

Donnay et at. (1). On the basis of some requirements to be

formulated below, the following three groups have been

selected as the most promising:

normal spinal structure, A(II)B2 (III) S^

The known diamagnetic compounds belonging to this group are

shown in the following scheme.

B =

A = Mg

Zn

Cd

Hg

A l

X

S c

X

X

X

Y

X

I n

X

X

They can be used as host lattice for the magnetic spinels:

MnSc-S., MgCr^S., ZnCr-S., CdCr-S, and HgCr^S..

In this structure, described in table IV.1 and Fig.IV.1, the

divalent cations occupy the tetrahedral sites and the

trivalent cations the octahedral sites. Apart from the

compounds mentioned there are several rare-earth sulfides, many

oxides and some selenides with the normal spinel structure.
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Table IV.1 Description of the structures under consideration

normal spinel structure (AB2X )

space group: 0 - Fd3m
n

atom number symmetry
position

(0,0,0) (l,i,0) (1,0,s) (0,1,1) +

A 8

B 16

X 32

43m - T,

3m - D3d

3m - C
3v

(0,0,0) (ii,i)

,111) (HI) (HI) (HI)
(8'8'8' l8'8'8' l8'8'8J (8'8'8}

(x,x,x) (x,x,x) (x,x,x) (x,x,x)

ehalcopyrite structure (ABX2>

space group: D - I42d

atom number symmetry position (0,0,0)

A 4

B 4

X 8

4 - S.

4 - S.

2 - C

(0,0,0)

< 0 0 )

, I 1, ,- 3 1, .3 7, ,1 - 7
(x,-,-) (x,-,-) (7.x,g) C?,x,g)

c/a =

a-NaFeO structure (ABX.)
5

space group: R3m - C

atomic positions (hexagonal): (0,0,z) (—,—,̂ +z) l—,—,-+z)

z(A) = 0

z(B) = j

c/a = 5 . 5

site symmetry: 3m - C
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chalcopyrite structure, A(I)B(III)S2

This is a super structure of the sphalerite structure (cubic

ZnS) with all ions occupying tetrahedral sites, as shown in

Table IV.1 and Fig.IV.1. This structure is found for the

sulfides: .'

ABS with A=Cu,Ag and B=Fe,Al,Ga,In,Tl.

Several of the corresponding selenides also have the •

chalcopyrite structure, while there are no oxidic chalcopyrites. ~

Apart from these compounds there are many diamagnetic ;

pnictides with this structure:

A(II)B(IV)X2 with A=Mg,Zn,Cd ;

B=Si,Ge,Sn

X=P,As,Sb '•

Some of our preliminary attempts to prepare magnetic ;

analoques with Mn(II) were not successful. ;

u-NaFeO structure, A(I)B(III)S2 .--

This is a super structure of the rocksalt structure in which '-.

the mono- and trivalent cations appear in alternating layers :

along the trigonal (111) axis, as described in table IV. 1 and ...

Fig.IV.1. Apart from a large number of oxides and alkaline- =-~

rare-earth sulfides the following diamagnetic sulfides belong \

to this class of compounds: ]

NaYS2, NaInS2, KYS 2 and KLaS2- ':

Corresponding magnetic sulfides are: }.

NaCrS2 , KCrS2 and RbCrS2- ^

The attractive features of these groups of compounds are: |

1) The effect of diamagnetic cations, anions and atomic -j

distances on the magnetic interactions can be studied. i

2) The magnetic compounds have the same crystal structure -j

as the host lattice; this will make a "random" distribution ,;

of the magnetic ions over the lattice more likely. ';

3) The crystal structures are relatively simple, with only rj
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one type of magnetic site and a limited number of different

pairs.

4) According to the publications, most of them can be obtained

in a pure form by a simple preparation method. Several of

them have also been prepared in the form of single crystals.

5) The magnetic ions will show no orbital degeneracy, so that

spin-orbit interaction will have little effect. Consequently

the width of the epr lines will increase little with

temperature, the spin-lattice relaxation will be slow

enough for endor measurements and the magnetic interactions

between the paramagnetic ions will be predominant isotropic.

Of course, the three groups show conside.able differences:

1) The spinels have the advantage that the chromium compounds

have been studied for a long time in much detail. However,

little is known of the diamagnetic compounds (apart from

Cdln-S ) and the epr spectra of the doped compounds will

be more complicated than those of the other two groups.

Although the magnetic ions in all three groups have

axial site symmetry, the symmetry axes of all ions are

parallel (to the symmetry axis of the lattice) in the

chalcopyrite and the cc-NaFeO_ structure. In the spinel

structure, on the other hand, the symmetry axes of the

octahedral sites are distributed over the four (111)

axes of the cubic lattice. With the exception of very

special orientations of the magnetic field, the spinel

structure has four different magnetic sites, showing up in

the epr spectrum. Of course, this remark does not apply

to magnetic ions substituted on the tetrahedral sites of

the spinel structure, which have full cubic symmetry.

2) The diamagnetic chalcopyrites have been studied in much

detail - also the preparation of single crystals - but

little attention has been paid to the magnetic properties

of the chalcopyrites. A resent comprehensive review of the

work done on chalcopyrites has been given by Shay and

Wernick (2).
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3) The a-NaFeO2 structure has 'he disadvantage that there are

only a few diamagnetic sulfides with this structure and

their preparation is much more difficult that most of the

other compounds mentioned.

IV.2 EXPERIMENTAL SELECTION OF SYSTEMS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Most of the systems with spinel and chalcopyrite structure

mentioned in the preceeding section have been investigated

provisionally in order to select those systems that are

suited best for further study. A detailed discussion of the

experiments will be presented in the next section; the most

important conclusions as to the prospect for the study of

pairs of magnetic ions by epr are summarized below.

compound remarks

ZnAl2S4:Cr

CdY2S.:Cr

Cdln-S.rCr

HgIn2S4:Cr

MgSc2S4:Cr or Mn

ZnSc2S.:Cr or Mn

CdSc2S.:Cr or Mn

chalcopyrites

CuAlS2:Fe

CuGaS2:Fe

CuInS2:Fe

Chromium is insoluble in

Solubility of chromium is too low (« 1%).

EPR linewidth is much too large (about

300 G) due to superhyperfine interaction

with indium nuclei (see section VI.1.2).

These systems are expected to show the

same problems as CdIn.,S. :Cr, because of

the similarity in nuclear properties

between scandium and indium. This has not

been verified experimentally.

"Pair spectrum" observable in single

crystals.

"Pair spectrum" observable in single

crystals.

EPR linewidth rather large (about 70 G)

due to superhyperfine interaction with

indium nuclei.
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CuTlS2:Fe Crystal growth is difficult due to low

melting point (=450°C) of CuTlS2.

AgAlS_:Fe Crystal growth is difficult.

AgGaS2:Fe The lines of the "pair spectrum" tend to

be concentrated around the single ion

lines. Solubility of iron limited to

f: about 5%.
r

i AgInS?:Fe Linewidth is expected to be similar to

f.r that of CuInS2:Fe. This has not been

I- verified experimentally. Preparation of

single phase powder samples is difficult

due to dimorphism.
AgTlS2:Fe Has not been investigated. Existence of

AgTlS2 uncertain.

It can be seen that all the normal spinels have been

eliminated: ZnAl_S. and CdY2S. because of a much too low

solubility of chromium, the indium and scandium compounds

because of a strong (inhomogeneous) broadening of the epr

lines, which makes the detection of the pair spectra

completely impossible.

The great magnetic moments of the indium and scandium

nuclei make them accessable to endor measurements of the

spin transfer from substituted paramagnetic ions to these

ions. This has been established for Cdln-S. :Cr in

chapter VI, section 1.2. Also in chapter VI, section 1.1,

some epr measurements are presented of superhyperfine

interactions of Al- and Y-nuclear spins with substituted

Mn(II) and Fe(III) in ZnAl2S. and CdY2S..

The sulphur chalcopyrites show a much better perspective for

the study of pairs of paramagnetic ions:

1) CuAlS2 and CuGaS_ show nice "pair spectra" of iron, which

will be discussed in chapter VI, section 3.

2) AgGaS2 shows a less pronounced "pair spectrum".

3) CuTlS2 and AgAlS2 show some preperative problems.

Threfore, most attention has been paid to CuAlS- and CuGaS-.
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VI. 3 PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF POWDER SAMPLES

VI. 3 . 1 GENERAL PREPARATION TE .JIOUE

All samples were prepared )v, .mating the elements in an

evacuated silica ampoule, except that cadmium was added as

h~ CdS, and that the samples with small concentrations of magnetic

f ions wera obtained by successive dilution of the pure magnetic

if compound or of a sample with about 10% magnetic ions. The

V- elements wore heated slowly (about 15 °C/h) to 800 or 1000°C.

i: Subsequently the samples were ground in an agate ball mill,

\f- eventually pressed into pellets at about 2 kbar, and heated

k again. The last procedure was repeated once or twice. When

•; after the first heating the sample showed to be inhomogeneous,

f it was ground by shaking the ampoule and heating again before

opening the ampoule. Sometimes, reaction of the elements to a

homogeneous compound was accellerated considerably by rotating

the silica ampoule during heating. This rotation was realized

by placing the ampoule in a ceramic tube (between two wads of

silica wool) supported at each end by two rubber rolls. The

central part of the tube with the ampoule was heated with a

tube furnace (3).

Some of the metals (especially aluminium) severely attack the

silica wall. This could be prevented successfully by coating

the silica wall with a carbon film obtained by pyrolysis of

acetone. The film turned out to be stable up to about 850°C.

Most sulfides have a significant sulphur pressure at 800 C,

apparent from the condensation of sulphur at the cold end of

the ampoule upon cooling down a stoechiometric sample.

Therefore, about 100 mg of sulphur was added to the sample of

3 to 5 g in an ampoule of about 15 ml. The excess sulphur can

be distilled off in a temperature gradient by heating the

sample not in excess of 200 C. The latter point is important

in the case of samples quenched from high temperature, which

should not be heated too much.
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VI.3.2 SPINEL COMPOUNDS

ZnAlgS4:Cr

Although a mixture of Zn, Al and S readily forms a spinel,

some precautions have to be taken on preparing these samples:

- As mentioned above, contact of metallic aluminium with the

silica wall should be prefented.

- ZnAljS. is rather hygroscopic, so that contact with the air

should be limited.

- ZnAl-S. shows a phase transition from spinel to a wurtzite

structure (with random distribution of the cations and the

vacancies). Although Hahn et al. (4) claim that the phase

transition takes place at 1000 C, we observed samples

quenched from 800°C, which had almost completely the

hexagonal structure. In order to obtain the cubic

modification the samples had to be annealed between 500

and 700 C for several days.

Chromium doped samples show only a single epr line at g=2.0,

even when the concentration was as low as 0.01%. As Cr(III)

should show a distinct anisotropy, this line is likely to be

due to clustering of the chromium ions, possibly in the form

of ZnCr-S.. The concentration of Cr(III) in the ZnAl-S.

phase is so low that no epr spectrum can be detected. From the

point of view of the lattice parameters of ZnAl_S. and

ZnCr2S. this low solubility is unexpected; as shown in table

IV.2 both are almost identical.

Samples doped with Fe(III) show a large number of isotropic

epr lines around g=2. The isotropy and the hyperfine structure

indicates that the Fe(III) is substituted on the tetrahedral

sites, as will be discussed in chapter VI, section 1.2.

The width of the epr lines is only 2 G, indicating that the

samples are quite ideal, containing few lattice defects and

little stress.
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Table IV.2 Lattice constants of some normal spinels

compound

ZnCr2S4
ZnAl2S4

CdCr2S4
CdIn2S4
CdY2S4

HgCr2S4
HgIn2S4

ao(8)

9.986

9.968

10.237

10.845

11.196

10.237

10.848

24

CdY_S. is easily formed at 800 C, although, when heating

metallic yttrium with sulphur, one should pass very slowly

through the temperature range around 400°C. Otherwise the

reaction proceeds violently, causing the silica ampoule to

melt. Rotation of the ampoule during heating has a very

positive effect on the spinel formation.

This compound has very few lattice defects and does not show

a detectable deviation from the normal cation distribution,

even when quenched from 1OOO°C. This is apparent from the very

narrow epr lines of substituted Cr(III), Fe(III) and Mn(II),

being only 0.75 G for the last. The zero field splitting shows

a significant temperature dependence: D(330K)=0.305(1) cm

and D(77K)=0.320(1) cm"1. Below 77K the zero field splitting

is independent of temperature.

The maximum solubility of Cr in CdY_S4 is between 0.01 and

0.1% and does not depend strongly on the temperature of

preparation. In Fig.IV.2 the magnetic susceptibilities of

samples containing 1 to 5% Cr (expressed per mol Cr and

corrected for diamagnetism) are shown, together with the

susceptibility of CdCr2S . This clearly shows that almost all

the chromium is present as CdCr_S4. A similar conclusion can

be drawn from the epr spectra. When the concentration of the

magnetic ions in the host lattice is increased the epr

spectrum should reduce to a"single line at a concentration of
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per Cr ion (corrected for diamagnetism)
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a few percent. Fig.IV.3 shows the spectra of CdY_S^:Cr

together with those of Cdln-S.tCr for a series of chromium

concentrations. It can be seen that the spectra of CdIn_S :Cr

show the behaviour expected. But the spectra of CdY_S.:Cr

shows even for a chromium concentration as high as 10% the

complete spectrum of isolated Cr ions. This can be

understood when the sample consists of two phases: one with

a very small chromium concentration and an other with a very

high chromium concentration. The bad solubility is not

completely unexpected,regarding the large difference (almost

10%) in lattice constant between CdCr_S, and CdY_S., as shown
2 4 2 4

in table IV.2. The epr spectra of CdY S. show besides the
chromium lines the lines of small amounts of Fe(III) (of the
order of 500 ppm).
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Samples of this system are very easily formed at about 800 C.

Although Cdln-S, easily looses sulphur, the sulphur deficiency

did not affect our preliminary magnetic measurements

significantly. This will be mainly due to the high stability

of the oxidation state of octahedral Cr(III). This behaviour

contrasts strongly with that of Fe(III) in chalcopyrites as
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will be discussed in section IV.3.3. To get a "random"

distribution of the chromium ions the samples have to be

quenched from at least 800°C in water. Slowly cooled samples

show a decreasing magnetic susceptibility with increasing

magnetic field strength.

Although CdCr2S4 is a ferromagnet below 100K (e=200K), and

the nearest neighbour Cr-Cr interaction dominates the magnetic

properties (5), the magnetic susceptibility data of CdIn~S4:Cr

show that important anti-ferromagnetic interactions are present

in this system. This is most pronounced in the data of Kirihata

at at. (6) represented in Fig.IV.4.

12

10

1 6

CdInH.-.lCli.S4

100 200

Temperature [ K1

300

Fig.IV.4 Inverse magnetic susceptibility of Cdln Cr S
Reproduced from Ref.6. 2-2x 2x 4"

It is improbable that these authors achieved a random

distribution of the chromium ions, as even a sample with ̂ %

chromium shows an antiferromagnetic Heel point, but the

presence of important antiferromagnetic interactions is

manifest. Our measurements down to 2K do not show a Neel

temperature, see Fig.IV.5, but anti-ferromagnetic interactions

also dominate in these measurements. Least square fits of a

Curie-Weiss law to the data between 100 and 400 K of some
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Fig. IV.5 Inverse magnetic susceptibility of Cdln Cr S .

samples with about 5% Cr show Curie-Weiss temperatures

slightly below zero: 9 = -3 to -8 K, with standard deviations

between 1 and 3 K, instead of an expected value of about

+10 K. The chromium concentration deduced from the Curie

constant (standard deviation 1 to 3%) did not differ more

than 1% from the concentrations obtained from atomic absorption

data. The appearence of a strong anti-ferromagnetic interaction

may be the effect of indium. As will be reported in chapter

VI.1.3, there is a considerable spin transfer from the chromium

to the valence s orbitals of indium. This causes some weakening

of the ferromagnetic nearest neighbour Cr-Cr interaction and a

considerable enhancement of the anti-ferromagnetic contribution

to the more distant neighbour interactions, as can be seen

from Fig.IV.6. At the same time the strong superhyperfine

interaction with the indium nuclei causes a considerable

inhomogeneous line broadening of the epr lines (about 300 G),

as will be discussed in section VI.1.3, making the detection

of the spectra of Cr-pairs completely impossible.
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Fig.IV.6 Nearest and next-nearest neighbour pairs of Cr
in Cdln S .

3. is readily formed under the same conditions as used

for Cdln-S.. Because the epr linewidth of Cr(III) in this

compound is the same as in Cdln-S. (300 G), no further

attention was paid to this system.

IV.3.3 CHALCOPYRITE COMPOUNDS

The chalcopyrites are much less readily formed from the

elements than the spinels. Although the kinetics of the solid

state reaction can be an important factor during the formation,

it seems that also the stability of the chalcopyrites relative

to other sulfides is not so pronounced as in the case of the

spinels. The lack of stability was most apparent for CuTlS-

(relative to CURTIS.?), AgAlS. (very hygroscopic), AgInS_

(relative to an orthorhombic wurtzite-like structure), AgTIS,

(existence is uncertain) and AgFeS2 (relative to Ag+FeS_).

CuAlS2:Fe

The preparation of CuAlS_ requires care in that contact of

metallic aluminium with the silica wall should be prevented

and contact with the air should be avoided until the very

hygroscopic A1_S3 (that is formed as an intermediate) has

completely reacted into the chalcopyrite. This means that

after the first heating of the elements the products have to

be ground (by shaking the ampoule) and heated again at about

800°C several times until a reasonable homogeneous product is
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Table IV.3 Lattice constants of sulphur chalcopyrites.

compound

CuFeS2

CuAlS

CuGaS

CuInS

CuTIS

AgFeS2

AgAlS2

AgGaS

AgInS2

5.289

5.336

5.347

5.523

5.58

5.66

5.707

5.754

5.876

c0 (8)

10.423

10.444

10.474

11.141

11.16

10.30

10.28

10.301

11.189

c/a

1.971

1.958

1.959

2.017

2.00

1.82

1.80

1.790

1.904

formed. In preparing iron containing samples an excess of

sulphur has to be added to stabilize the trivalent Fe(III)

relative to the divalent Fe(II) state. This is most apparent

from epr measurements: While a sample with 1% of iron but no

excess of sulphur did not show a spectrum of Fe(III), a sample

with only 0.1% of iron annealed in an excess of sulphur showed

a strong spectrum of Fe(III). The same phenomenon is observed

for AgGaS2. The reduction of the Fe(III) is also apparent from

the disappearence of the intense black colour of the sample.

(Fe(II) is assumed to be colour less (7)).

CuGaS.:Fe
2 A

In preparing CuGaS_ the reacting elements have to be ground .;

(by shaking the silica ampoule) and heated again at about -';

800°C several times before a reasonably homogeneous product j

is formed. |

To get an idea of the distribution of the Fe(III) ions and of |

the kind of interactions that can be expected between Fe(III) ^

ions in CuGaS-, the magnetic susceptibilities of samples with cj

8% Fe, quenched from 900, 950 and 1000°C respectively, were |

measured. In Fig.IV.7 xT is plotted as a function of \

temperature, and compared with the value of x T that would be ;
measured when there was no interaction between the Fe(III) ions. ~\
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Fig.IV.7 Magnetic susceptibility per Fe ion of CuGaS :8%Fe
quenched from 1000, 950 and 900°C respectively.
The broken line indicates the susceptibility
of non interacting Fe(III) ions.

The susceptibility curves are somewhat remarkable, because of

the steepness of the rise on lowering the temperature to about

120 K, as well as the height of the maximum in xT- The curves

show some characteristics of the cooperative phenomena of a

ferrimagnet, which become more apparent when the samples has

been annealed at a higher temperature. This ferrimagnetic

behaviour may be related to the ferromagnetic interactions

between 2nd, 3rd and 4th nearest neighbours, which will be

discussed in chapter VI. A satisfactory explanation will

require additional and more detailed experiments, however.

CuInS-.Fe

CuInS2 is somewhat easier formed than CuAlS_ and CuGaS_.

The epr spectra of Fe(III), however, show a quite large

linewidth, i.e., 70 G as compared with 20, 40 and 20 G for

Fe(III) in CuAlS-, CuGaS_ and AgGaS,, respectively. This

large linewidth makes it doubtful whether it will be possible

to identify and to analyse the spectra of pairs of Fe(III) ions

in this host lattice. This line broadening is caused by the

large superhyperfine interaction between Fe(III) and the indium

nuclei.
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Fig.IV.8 Intensity ratio of X-ray diffraction lines
(arbitrary units) of the pyrite and the
chaicopyrite phase in the system AgGa Fe S
annealed at 800°C and cooled at a rateof x

50 C/h. Crosses obtained with a cooling rate
of 2°C/h.

AgGaS2:?e

AgGaS2 can be prepared at 800°C in the same way as CuGaS-.

However, attempts to prepare the pure magnetic compound AgFeS-

were unsuccessful. Samples annealed for about two weeks

between 500 and 1000°C showed invariably the X-ray diffraction

pattern of pure FeS2(pyrite) without a trace of any other

compound. It is somewhat remarkable that without the presence

of silver it is much more difficult to obtain a pare pyrite

pattern. As an alternative, hydrothermal treatment was

attempted, offering the possibility to establish equilibrium

at low temperature. Treatment for two weeks at 250°C and 70 bar

in a pH between 5 and 9, did not result in a detectable

chaicopyrite pattern. An attempt to prepare AgFeS- by placing

kristalline KPeS2 in a 0.3M AgNO, solution (8) also failed.

To get an idea of the solubility of Fe in AgGaS_ as well as of

the magnetic interactions between Fe(III) ions in AgGaS_

relative to those in CuGaS,,, two series of samples were studied,

with composition:

i
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Fig.IV.9 Lattice parameters of (Cu Ag )GaS after Ref.9
and of (Cu^Ag^ (Ga^Fe^S*.

Ag(Ga1_xFex)S2 and (Cu^Ag^ (Ga^Fe^ ̂  S.,

respectively, with x ranging from 0.1 to 0.7.

The X-ray diffraction patterns of the samples Ag(Ga, Fe )S,

showed a pyrite phase besides the chalcopyrite. In Fig.IV.8

the intensity ratio of the two patterns is plotted as a

function of the overall composition of the sample. The

figure also shows the effect of the cooling rate. When the

sample is cooled slowly (2 C/h) the amount of pyrite is

considerably less then when it is cooled moderately fast

(50°C/h) from the annealing temperature of 800°C. These

measurements show that the solubility of Fe in AgGaS_ is about

5% and does not depend on the cooling rate.

The X-ray diffraction patterns of the samples

(Cu Ag )(Ga. QFe. -)S0 show a single phase chalcopyrite.

The lattice constants have been plotted in Fig.IV.9 together

with the data of Robbins et at. (9) for the iron free system

(Cu Ag )GaS_, which show a miscibility gap for 0.5<x<0.8.

The samples of both systems were annealed at 800 C and cooled

moderately fast (50°C/h). It is notable that the miscibility

in the pseudo quartenary system (Cu,_ Ag )(Ga, Fe )SO for

x and y greater than zero is better than in the corresponding

binary systems (x=l or y=0). The miscibility in the pseudo

quartenary system, as far as known at the present moment, is

shown in the diagram of Fig.IV.10.
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CuFeS

CuGaS

AgFeS2

AgGaS2

Fig.IV.10 Miscibility in the pseudo quartenary system
(CulxAg ) (Ga1 Fe )S2. The dots indicate a
single phase chalcXpyrite, the crosses indicate
phase separation. Samples were annealed at 800°C
and cooled down at 50 C/h.

The magnetic s u s c e p t i b i l i t i e s of the s ingle phase samples

(Cu, Ag ) (Gan oFen . ) S - ( 0 ^ x ^ 0 . 7 ) measured between 4.2
x~*X X U • J U > J. «L

and 100 K did not show a significant effect on substituting

copper by silver, indicating that:

a) The distribution of Fe ions is not strongly affected.

b) No significant amounts of FeS2 are present in the silver

rich samples.

c) The dominant magnetic interactions between Fe(III) ions

in AgGaS, will be very similar to those in CuGaS-.

AgInSg:Fe

AglnS, exists in two crystal structures, i.e., chalcopyrite

and an orthorhombic wurtzite-like high temperature structure

(10,11) isomorphous with LilnS- (12). It appears to be

very difficult to prepare a single phase sample. The only

single phase samples reported are single crystals prepared

by Roth et oil. (10) using the Bridgman technique. Samples

quenched from above 620°C have the pure LiInS2 structure,

while by slow cooling in a temperature gradient till below
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620°C chalcopyrite crystals were obtained.

Our samples heated up to 800 or 900°C and subsequently

annealed for several days at 600 C, show mainly the chalcopyrite

phase, but in addition small traces (a few percent) of the

orthorhombic phase. Annealing for only one day produced

samples with quite large amounts of the orthorhombic phase,

suggesting the annealing time to be an important factor. On the

other hand hydrothermal preparations (13) at 340°C (150 bar)

via the reaction

3 Ag,0 + 3 In_O, + 16 S + MgO = 6 AglnS- + 4 MgSO.

showed about 25% of the orthorhombic phase besides the

chalcopyrite. The lack of a well defined phase transition

suggests that the difference in enthalpy as well as in entropy

of both structures is very small.

IV. 4 GROWTH OF SINGLE CRYSTALS BY CHEMICAL VAPOUR PHASE TRANSPORT

IV. 4.1 INTRODUCTION

The most commonly used techniques to grow single crystals of

sulfides are "growth from the melt" (Bridgman method) and

"chemical vapour phase transport". Use of the chemical vapour

phase transport has the advantage that:

a) The growth takes place well below the melting point, so

that the defect concentration in the crystals is expected

to be less than in crystals grown from the melt.

b) The crystals have well developed facets, so that they can

be oriented rather easily.

Although the crystals obtained by chemical vapour phase

transport are much smaller than those grown from the melt,

they are large enough (about 10 mm ) for our epr measurements.

In this section the experimental conditions for growing doped

single crystals of some sulphur spinels and chalcopyrites

are discussed. Utilising iodine as a transport aid single

crystals have been grown of CdIn2S., and of iron doped

CuAlS2, CuGaS2, CuInS2 and AgGaS2. With A1C13 as a
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transport aid also chromium doped CdIn2S4 could be grown.

| The crystal growth of CuAlS_ has been studied in some detail

I to find the most favorable conditions; this study also

p produced about 40 transport rate data under different growth

| conditions, which will be used in the next chapter in an

analysis of the transport mechanism.

IV.4.2 CHEMICAL VAPOUR PHASE TRANSPORT

Chemical vapour phase transport is closely related to

sublimation. An evacuated silica ampoule is placed in a

temperature gradient. The starting material is at one end of

the ampoule and at the other end single crystals can grow,

because of a lower equilibrium vapour pressure at that end of

the ampoule. As the equilibrium vapour pressure will be very

low at temperatures well below the melting point, the transport

will be very slow. In order to increase the concentration of

the solid in the vapour phase, a "transport aid" has to be

added. Often used transport aids are: Cl_, I_, HC1, HBr,

NH.C1 and A1C13. The "evaporation" of the solid (X) in the

presence of a transport aid (Y) can be represented by the

reaction

X(s) + q Y(g) = {XY }(g). (IV.1)

{XY }(g) represents the general form of the right hand side

of this reaction, which may contain several different molecules.

Defining the pressure analogue p of the concentration of the

solid in the vapour phase as

p x = (X)-RT

the transport rate will be proportional to the difference in

this virtual vapour pressure at both ends of the ampoule. For

small temperature differences this differance is proportional

to:

3PX ! AH°

3T n RT2 X

in which n is- the number of molecules to the right of reaction

(IV.l) of which the pressure is proportional to p , and AH is
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, the change in enthalpy per mole of X evaporated. Because of

j the dependence of the gas phase composition on the temperature

I and the amount of transport aid, AH and n will depend on these

| factors too. From Eg.[IV.2] it appears that the direction of

I the transport depends on the heat effect of reaction (IV.l).

I However, examples of transports going from low temperature to

I? high temperature are relatively rare.
I;

I An illustrative example of a transport rate showing a complicated

f temperature dependence is the transport of metallic silver with

ff iodine (19). Depending on the temperature the "evaporation" of

\ silver is mainly exothermic or mainly endothermic:

- Ag(s) + I (g) = j Ag3I3(g) AH° = -103 kJ/mol Ag

Ag(s) + I (g) = Agl(g) AH° = + 33 kJ/mol Ag

8pAg 3900 , ,o ,

IT
 = ~r '

Fig.IV.11 shows the calculated temperature dependence of the

vapour pressures between 900 and 1200°C for a total pressure

of 50*10~6 bar (19). Below 900°C condensation of Agl takes

place.

The growth conditions - i.e., temperature, temperature difference,

type and amount of transport aid - which give a reasonable

transport rate and the desired shape and dimension of the

crystals generally are found experimentally. The growth

conditions used most frequently for sulfides are:

temperature of growth

temperature difference 25 - 100 UC 1

500

25

5mg

- 900

- 100

°C
°C

iodine per ml

length 15

5 - 20

cm, diameter 1 cm

days

transport aid

dimensions of ampoule

time of growth

transport rate 10 - 100 mg/day

The most important data about our growth experiments will be

t presented below. It should be noted that in all cases homogen—

!' eously doped powders were used as starting material.
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Fig. IV. 11 Partial vapour pressure of Ag, Agl and A9-,I, and the
total effective Ag vapour pressure over silver in the
presence of iodine. The total pressure is taken as
50*10 bar.

IV.4.3 Cdln^S :Cr (20)
O

CdlruS. growth very easily at about 700 C with a temperature

difference of 50 °C and with 2 mg/ml of I_, CdCl, or A1C1,.

Chromium doped crystals could only be grown with A1C1~,

although even with A1C1, the chromium concentration in the

crystals is much less than in the starting material. This is

apparent from a comparison of the epr spectra of the starting

material and of the crushed single crystals. Very nice

octahedrally shaped crystals with edges up to 5 mm were

obtained at 800 C with a temperature difference of 50 C

and with 4 mg A1C13 per ml.
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IV.4.4 CHALCOPYRITES

The four chalcopyrites: CuAlS-, CuGaS-, CuInS- and AgGaS2 show

a very similar behaviour and will be discussed together here.

Some preliminary attempts to grow AgAlS_, AgInS_ and CuTIS-

were unsuccessful. The first three of the above mentioned

chalcopyrites could be grown well with about 5 mg iodine per ml

at 750-8r ; °C and with a temperature difference of 25-50 °C.

For AgGaS- the temperature difference had to be somewhat

larger: 50-75 °C.

Effect of iron doping

Iron doping had no significant effect on the crystal growth

for iron concentrations up to 6 mol%. The iron concentration

in the single crystals was almost the same as in the starting

material. This was apparent from the similarity of the epr

spectra of the starting material and of crushed single

crystals; the similarity of the epr spectra also indicates

that the distribution of the Fe(III) ions was not very

different in both cases.

To get some idea of the stoichiometry and the homogeneity of

the samples some X-ray micro analyses were done on single

crystals with 0.5% Fe. In order to prevent damage of the

surface, possibly due to local heating by the exciting

electron beam, a thin chromium layer was evaporated onto the

samples. The homogeneity was checked with a resolution of

1 um. Some small spots (a few jam2) strongly enriched with iron

were found. The spots coincided with surface faults formed

during polishing, suggesting they are inclussions of a

different phase. The latter point agrees with the conclusions

from the epr spectra, which did not show an isotropic g=2

line characteristic for high Fe(III) concentrations. The

absence of the g=2 signal can be explained when the spots

contain Fe(II), i.e., consist of FeS-.

The concentration variations outside these spots, obtained by

"line scans", remained within the experimental accuracy (1%).

The absolute concentrations were obtained by using Fe, Cu, Al
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and FeS_ as standards. The molar ratios found were:

Al/Cu = 0.996(5)

Fe/Cu = 0.0054(3)

S/Cu = 1.945(5)

Apart from a 3% sulphur deficiency this is equal to the

expected composition within the experimental accuarcy. It is

not certain whether the sulphur deficiency is a surface effect •

caused by the polishing and vacuum treatment or that it ;

reflects the real bulk composition. -I

When no extra sulphur is added to the starting material the ;

iron tends to be incorporated as Fe(II), as was discussed in ';
section IV.3, apparent from the absence of an epr signal at ^

room temperature. The Fe(II) is easily reoxidized to Fe(III) J

by annealing the crystals in sulphur vapour at 700 °C.

Crystal shape ';'

The shape of the crystals is predominantly bar like, with ;

the longitudinal axis 3 to 10 times the diameter. Crystals i

grown with less iodine tend to be more elongated and needle 3

like. The longitudinal axis of the crystals coincides with s

the fill) direction of the tetragonal unit cell, as was 'I

determined by Laue X-ray diffraction, epr spectroscopy and ,|

with an optical goniometer. The most frequently observed t]

faces parallel to this direction are (112), (101) and (011), f

(Oil) j

Fig.IV.12 Shape of chalcopyrite crystals perpendicular to
the longutudinal axis. (Indices refer to the
tetragonal unit cell).
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resulting in a shape of the cross section as indicated in

Fig.IV.12. We do not have an explanation for the peculiar

longitudinal direction and why of the couple (\12) (112)

only one face is found. The same crystal shape has been found

by others for pnicto-chalcopyrites like ZnSiP_, using different
1 growing techniques, including growth from the flux (21,22,23).
Y

f

Sometimes we have obtained more spherically shaped crystals,

having well developed (114) and (512) faces.

Many of the crystals turned out to be twins. This could not

be detected visually or by Lau X-ray diffraction, but very

easily by epr on iron impurities. Although the structure is

pseudocubic, the epr spectrum is very sensitive to the

orientation of the magnetic field relative to the crystallo-

graphic c-axis. The twins have their crystallographic c-axes

perpendicular to each other. This type of twinning can be

obtained by interchanging some of the mono- and tri-valent

cations in a (221) plane.

Effect of growth conditions

For CuAISp the effect of the growth conditions was investigated

(24). All combinations of the following conditions were

used:

temperature of growth 650 - 750 - 850 °C

temperature difference 25 - 45 - 65 °C

iodine concentration 2.5 - 5 - 10 mg/ml

dimensions of ampoule length 15 cm; diameter 1 cm

time of growth 5 days

The most important conclusions drawn from these experiments

are:

a) The transport rate increases very strongly with the

iodine concentration.

b) At all growth conditions there are at most a few crystals

that can be used for epr measurements. Most of the

crystals are too small, are intergrown or do not show well

developed faces.

c) None of the experiments at 650 °C showed crystal dimensions
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larger than 0.1 mm.

d) Crystals grown with a low iodine concentration tend to

have a more needle like shape than those grown with a high

iodine concentration.

e) At high temperature and high iodine concentration the

biggest crystals are found, although their shape becomes

more irregular (sometimes they are hollow).

f) The most favorable conditions for growth are:

temperature of growth 750 - 850 °C

temperature difference 25 - 65 °C

iodine concentration 5 - 10 mg/ml

A systematic analysis of the transport rates measured in these

experiments will be presented in the next chapter, particularly

to get more insight in the mechanistic and thermodynamic

considerations involved.
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CHAPTER V

I
1 SYSTEMATIC ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSPORT RATE DATA OF CuAlS2

In this chapter an analysis of the chemical vapour phase

transport process will be presented that can give some

information about the composition of the vapour phase in the

transport ampoule and the type of complexes formed in the

vapour phase as well as their thermodynamic data. Such inform-

ation may be useful in determining suitable growth conditions

for the chalcopyrites CuTIS-, AgAlS_ and AgInS_, which cannot

be grown under the conditions used for CuAlS_, CuGaS_f CuInSp

and AgGaS2.

The basic assumption of the analysis is that in the range of

conditions investigated the "evaporation reaction" (Eq.CIV.l))

is independent of the temperature and the amount of transport

aid. Two hypothetical examples related to the transport of

CuAlS- with iodine are given in Eq.(V.l).

CuAlS2 + 2.5 I2 = Cul2 + A1I3 + S2 (V.la)

CuAlS2 + 2.5 I2 = CuAlIc + S2 (V.lb)

The vapour pressures are governed by the entropy and enthalpy

effects of the evaporation reaction, which can be assumed to

be independent of temperature within the accuracy of the

analysis:

n r, "5/2 f AS° AH°p P P p [ ^ _
AH?1

f
= Kp = e x p [ ^ _ _^j (v.2a)

= K
P =

Due to the temperature difference between the source and the

growth regions and the temperature dependence of K , there wi

be a small difference in equilibrium concentration of CuAlS2
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in the vapour phase, which is equal to the concentration of

CuT, and All., or CuAlI^, in both regions.

The rate of transport will be so slow that the vapour over the

solid will be in equilibrium with the solid. The total pressure

will be assumed to be so low that transport takes place via

diffusion only (no convection). For an ampoule with a diameter

of about 1 cm, this means a maximum pressure of about 5 bar (1).

Under these conditions the transport rate can be described by

3(CuAlS?)

in which: r , = molar transport rate
CUAIS2 r

D = diffusion coefficient

A = cross section of transport ampoule

H = distance between source and growth region

(CuAlS2) = molar concentration of CuAlS- in the vapour

The d_ffusion coefficient of gases other than H_ and He are

approximately equal to (2,3,4)

with: D =10 m /s , p =1 bar , T =300 K , p=total pressure.

Combination of Eqs.(V.3) and (V.4) with the boundery condition

that r is equal in each cross section of the transport

ampoule gives

D A p
°

D
<T1*5> , &[CuAlS_) (V.5)

eff 2

rn , K = — < T > , &[CuAlS_
CuAlS2 z Ti.5 eff 2

V O
in which <T1-5> is an effective average value of T1-s.

In expressing A(CuAlS9) by means of Eq.CV.2) in the enthalpy

and entropy effects of the evaporation reaction one should

take into account that the sulphur vapour pressure will be

much higher than the vapour pressures of the iodides. The

sulphur vapour pressure will be governed by the equilibrium

sulphur pressure of the solid. Hence:
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— p p A ICUAJ.O- I 5= IV.DDJ

In the right hand equations it is assumed that the vapour

behaves as an ideal gas, i.e., p= ^ RT.

Combination of Eq.[V.6) with Eq.tV.5) gives the general

transport rate equation:

D A p exp(-—)p '

rCuAlS2 iRT,.s 1/n p ^ 'eff

ex P l- ' --*«

T
•3

IV.1)

in which T and T are the source and the growth temperature

respectively; AH° and AS° are the enthalpy and entropy of

"evaporation" of CuAlS.,; n is the number of gas phase

molecules formed by evaporating one molecule of CuAlS-,

excluding those gas phase components of which the vapour pressure

is coverned by different causes; m is the number of I 2 molecules

needed to evaporate one molecule of CuAlS2-

Eq.[V.7) is expected to give a good description of the transport

rate as a function of temperature, iodine pressure, sulphur

pressure and total pressure. Because of its simplicity it is

particularly suitable for the analysis of the experimental

transport rate data.

The transport rates of the growth experiments of CuAlS- with

iodine, discussed in the previous chapter, could be described

R I T« (v8)
0 I

with: a = 5

& = 2.3 (±0.2)

Y =7000 (±500) K
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The experimental iodine pressures varied from 0.3 to 1.5 bar, rj

and'were calculated from the total iodine concentration, i.e., y

it was assumed that only a small part of the iodine reacts |

with the solid. The temperatures were between 900 and 1200 K. i

In the least sqare fit, 40 transport rate data were used to t

determine the three parameters. The average ratio of the r:

calculated and experimental transport ratfo vas slightly less '

than a factor two. The ratio of the highest and the lowest

transport rate was a factor 400. The dependence of the transport .]

rate on the iodine pressure and the temperatures is illustrated i

in Fig.V.l. ^

The next step of the analysis is to relate Eq. V.8 to Eq. V.7 •'

and to use the available thermodynamic data, most of which >=

can be found in Ref. 5 to 11, to establish the composition of -•

the vapour phase and the form of the evaporation reaction.

It appears that especially the strong dependence of the J

transport rate on the iodine pressure (parameter (5) leads to -j

important conclusions. |j

From the thermodynamic data it can be concluded that under the f:\

conditions used:

P I 2
 PI ' P S 2

 F S n ^ 2
 PRll3 PA1 2I G

 P A H PCuI2
 PCu 3I 3

 PCuI

These conclusions have been used to formulate the evaporation

reaction as given in Eq. (V.lal. From this reaction it follows

that the dependence of the transport rate on the iodine

pressure is:
pl-25

r ~ — — ~ p0"25 when p = p » p » p = r >

CuAlS2 p P I 2
 P P I 2

 P S 2
 P C u I 2

 P A 1 I 3

~?T2 " ^ P = PS 2 *
 PI 2 ̂ PcuAlIs

However, the experimental dependence on the iodine pressure is:
rCuAlS2 ~

 PI 2

which means that the average number of iodine atoms per gas

phase molecule should be at least two times larger than has
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= 850°C

= 65°C

10"

Figure V.1 The reduced t ranspor t r a t e 'CuftlS ""* o '"o "o
as a function of the iodine concentration for several
different growth temperatures (Tg) and temperature
differences between growth and source regions (AT).
Full line show the least square f i t to the experimental
points.

been assumed in the reaction of Eq.CV.la).

Because the polymers of Cul, Cul- and All- are thermodynamically

unstable under the conditions used, there should be a mixed
copper-aluminium-iodide formed. One of the possibilities of
such a complex is CuAlI,-, as was postulated in the evaporation
reaction Eq.(V.lb).
When CuAlI5 is stable relative to Cul, and All-, Eq.(V.7)

takes the form:

Dao expl- RTn
CuAlS2 T1 '5

o
p

12
e f f CV.9)

Agreement wica Eq.(V.8) is obtained when:
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AH°000 = 59 (±5) kJ

P = P* 2 *
 P I 2

AsJ000 = 38 (±17) kJ/K (assuming 3 < p < 5 bar).

The experimental dependence of the transport rate on the iodine

pressure requires that the total pressure is higher than the

iodine pressure, i.e.. at least 3 bar. This means that the

vapour contains at least 50 mg of sulphur, corresponding to

about 6% loss of sulphur by the solid. Separate experiments

will be needed to see whether the sulphur vapour pressure of

CuAlS- is that high indeed.

With these data and Eq.CV.6b) it follows that the partial
-3 -2

pressure of CuAlI,- is between 10 and 5*10 bar, when the

iodine pressure varies from 0.35 to 1.5 bar.

Some justification of the presence of the complex CuAllj- can be

obtained from recently published thermodynamic data for the

formation of various mixed chlorides (12,13).

For the reactions of the type:

ACln + BClm = ABCln+ln

it was found

AH° = -150(±50) kJ

AS° = 135(±13) J/K

It is very likely that the enthalpy and the entropy effects for

the corresponding iodides are of the same magnitude, as no

systematic differences have been found between chlorides,

bromides and iodides for the polymerization of compounds like

A1X3, FeX3, FeX2 and CuX.

Using the partial pressure of CuAlI,- mentioned above, one

finds that the equilibrium of the reaction

Cul2 + A1I3 = CuAlI5

is at the right hand side for:

AS° = -125 J/K and AH° < -190 kJ.

Thus these data fall just inside the range expected for this
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reaction.

In table V.I the thermodynamic data of the most important

compounds are shown. The data of CuAlS- and CuAlI, are

estimated en the basis of the reactions:

i jCu2S + i A12S3 = CuAlS2 AHj000 = -q k j (q>0)

[ Cul2 + A1I3 = CuAH 5 AHjjod = -190 kj

j£ AS1000 = " 1 2 5 J/K

is With these data one predicts for the evaporation reaction:

• CuAlS2 + 2.5 I2 = CuAH 5 + S 2 AH°000 = 88 (±63) + q kJ

I.' As?ooo = 34 (±84) J/K

K These predictions are in fair agreement with the data deduced

''. from the growth experiments.

\ Although it has been suggested that complexes like Cu_Al2I10

\- and Cu3Al3I12 may exist too (12,13), it is somewhat doubtful

*•-' whether they are stable at the high temperatures and low

P pressur&s used in the growth experiments. Moreover, the

\, presence of these complexes would cause a much higher dependence

jT' of the transport rate on the iodine pressure than is observed

P experimentally.

? Ir analogy with the data published for some chlorides (13),

L one may expect the formation of CuAl_I_:

P_ CuAlI5 = 2 Cul2 + 2 CuAl2Ig AHj000 = -21 (±13) kJ

I' . \
$:. However, this will have no effect on Eq.(V.9) for the transport ^

£f\ rate, apart from an insignificant reduction in the expected |

W- enthalpy of evaporation: AHj™ = 67 (±75) + q kJ. f

£,; |
|;::: A final check of the consistency of the analysis, i.e., the !,

'$"• agreement between the assumptions and the conclusions show |

that: ]
1) Only a small part of the iodine reacts with the solid. ]
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Table V.I Molar enthalpy and entropy of the most important
compounds in the transport of CuAlS with iodine.

CuAlS2(s)

X2

S2

A 1 I 3

C u I 2

CuAlI5

CuAl2Ig

Hiooo

(kJ)

-315(20)-q*

89.5(4)

153(2)

-150.0(4)

185(20)

-155(40)

-540(100)

b1000

(J/K)

250(40)

307.5(4)

271(2)

465.4(4)

441(20)

780(40)

1120(100)

* q > 0 (see text)
Within brackets the uncertainty in the last digit.

2) The partial pressure of the transport rate limiting

complex is small relative to the total pressure.

3) There is no indication that the shape of the evaporation

reaction depends on the growth conditions (No significant

dependence of AH with iodine pressure or temperature.

The most important conclusions that can be drawn from the

analysis are:

1) The transport of CUAIS2 with iodine is controled by a

copper-aluminium-iodide CuAlI- or CuI2+CuAl_Ia.

2) The sulphur vapour pressure is between 2 and 5 bar.

3) The dependence of the transport rate on temperature and

iodine pressure can be described by the evaporation

reactions:

CuAlS2 + 2.5 I.

CuAlS2 + 2.5 1.

with: AH?000 =

" U =

> =
> =
60

38

CuAlI5 + S 2

1 CuAl2Ig +

(±4) kJ

(±17) J/K.

or

h Cul 2 4-

si i
i



CHAPTER VI

MAGNETIC RESONANCE MEASUREMENTS

VI .1 SUPERHVPERFINE INTERACTION IN SOME SULPHO-SPINELS

The super hyperfine interaction between the electron spin of

a paramagnetic ion and the nuclear spin of a surrounding

diamagnetic ion can give information about the delocaJ.ization

of the unpaired electrons. When the diamagnetic ion has a

lowlying empty s orbital, the analysis is relatively simple,

because the admixture of the s orbital in the orbitals of

the unpaired electrons will dominate the hyperfine

interaction.

In this section a limited number of experiments will be

presented and discussed against the background of further data

from literature.

VI. 1.1 EPR MEASUREMENTS OF Mn(II) AND Fe(III) IN ZnAl^S. AND CdY S (1)
2 4 2 4

In two ways epr spectra of transition metal ions may show

evidence of a superhyperfine interaction with the nuclei of

other j.ons in the lattice. Sometimes, it is directly

observable by a splitting of the epr lines; generally, it

causes an inhomogeneous line broadening, in which case it can

be measured by means of endor. This section will be concerned

with the results of epr measurements on the d' ions Mn(II)

and Fe(III) in ZnAl2S4 and CdY S.. The parameters obtained

from the various spectra are shown in table VI.1. In those

cases that the superhyperfine splitting (HHFS) was not

resolved, an upper limit of the splitting was deduced from

the linewidth. The epr spectra were recorded at room

temperature using an X-band spectrometer (v = 9.5 GHz).

Spectra of Hn(II)

Figure VI.1 shows the spectrum of Mn(II) in CdY_S.. One can

recognize two different sites with slightly different
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Table VI.1 Data of Mn(II) and Fe(III) substituted in ZnAl S

and CdY S respectively. (Linewidth in Gauss, A
- 4 - 1

and D values in 10 cm )'

tetrahedral octahedral tetrahedral octahedral

Mn(II)

linewidth

g

A(Mn)

A(Y)

A(A1)

Fe(lII)

0.

2.

64.

1.

—

75

012

9

26

-

1.3

2.012

67.9

<0.37

10.0

2.010

63.1

linewidth

g

D

A(A1)

A(Y)

10

2

500

_.

.0

.0

.

2.0

1.992

0.0

2.8

<2.5

hyperfine splitting (HFS). The site with the smaller HFS

shows in addition a well resolved HHFS due to twelve

equivalent Yttrium nuclei (1=1/2). The HHFS cannot be due to

interaction with cadmium, because the natural abundance of

cadmium nuclei with a nuclear magnetic moment (1=1/2) is only

25%. As Mn ions substituted on the tetrahedral sites have

twelve nearest neighbour Y ions7 while Mn ions on the

octahedral sites have only six, it can be concluded from

Fig.VI.2 that the spectrum with the smaller HFS is due to

Mn(II) substituted on the tetrahedral sites. The other

spectrum should be attributed to Mn(II) substituted on the

octahedral sites. The difference in HFS is in agreement with

the general tendency of the HFS to decrease as the

coordination number decreases (2).

The epr spectrum of Mn(II) in ZnAl?S. shows only one six

line pattern. It appears that the HFS in ZnAl^S. is somewhat

smaller thciM in CdY0S.. As there is a general tendency of the
5HFS of d ions to decrease as the electronegativity difference
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J

50 G

Fig.VI. 1 X-band spectrum of Mn(II) in

Fig.VI.2 Experimental spectrum of

Mn(II) in CdY S and calculated

spectra with superhyperfine

splitting due to twelve

respectively six equivalent

nuclei with I=i.
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between the cations and the anions of the host lattice

decreases (3), it is assumed that Mn(II) is substituted on the

octahedral sites in ZnAl-S.. Also on the basis of ionic radii

it is expected that the octahedral site preference of Mn(II)

is larger in ZnAl,S. than in CdY.,S.. Accepting this tentative

conclusion, one finds from the linewidth that the HHFS due to

the six nearest neighbour aluminium nuclei must be less than

l.4»10~4 cm"1.

Speotx-a of Fe(III)

The epr spectra of Fe(III) in CdY_S. shows a pronounced zero
-1

field splitting with a parameter D of about 0.05 cm . This

indicates that Fe(III) is substituted on the octahedral sites.

It does not show a resolved HHFS.

Fe(IIl) in ZnAl^S, shows one isotropic line, which indicates

that Fe(III) is substituted on the tstrahedral sites in

ZnAl-S,. This means that the difference in site preference of

Fe(IIl) in these two compounds is opposite to the difference

expected on the basis of ionic radii. The resolved HHFS of the

Fe(III) line can be attributed to an interaction with its

twelve nearest neighbour aluminium nuclei of 2.8*10 cm

VI.1.2 ENDOR MEASUREMENTS OF Cr(III) IN Cdln.S (4)

Cr(III) is expected to enter the octahedral sites exclusively,

and thus will show D., symmetry in the case of a normal

distribution of the cations (All Cd ions in the tetrahedra

and all In ions in the octahedral. Deviation from the normal

distribution would lower the site symmetry of the octahedral

sites. The epr spectra only reflect axial symmetry with

principal axis along the (111) directions, g=2.00 and

D=-0.19 cm (5). The linewidth appears to be extremely

large (250-300 G) and nearly independent of the specific epr

transition, temperature and preparation conditions of the

sample. As sample imperfections usually will depend on the

preparation conditions and will broaden different epr lines to

a different extent, it is likely that the linewidth is mainly

due to superhyperfine interaction with the six nearest
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neighbour indium n u c l e i (1=9/2 , vxtu_ = 930 Hz/G , natural abundance
NMR

100%). The linewidth cannot be due to interaction with cadmium nuclei

(1=1/2 , v =900 or 940 Hz/G , n a t u r a l abundance about 25%)
i N M R

| because for Cr(III) in.the normal spinel CdY^S. a linewidth of

I only 15 G was found.

I To establish the existence of such a large superhyperfine

; broadening and to measure the coupling constant, endor

I measurements were performed by saturating the -1/2 +->• +1/2

| and the -1/2 <-* -3/2 epr transitions, with the magnetic field

'<} aligned along the trigonal axis (epr frequency 34.5 GHz). Via

|; the -1/2 «-»• -3/2 transition two groups of weak endor lines

r were found, as represented in Fig.VI.3(A), around 20 and 65 MHz

I (linewidth about 200 kHz) which can be attributed to 53Cr

f (1=3/2 , vNMR= 240 Hz/G , natural abundance 9%).

;• Using the spin Hamiltonian

f H = gg H-S + D S 2 + A S-I + g.TBM H-I + P I
2

f i t follows that:

[• A(5tr) = +14.92(2) 10~4 cm"1

I- | P ( 5 f c r ) | = 0 .100(3) 1 0 " 4 cm"1

•! The value of A(Cr) is in good agreemsnt with those found in

[• other compounds (3) and confirmes the assumption that the

t hyperfine interaction of d ions does not depend on the

L ionicity of the bonding.

f

Fig.VI.3 ENDOR signal measured by saturating the -1/2 •<-»• -3/2 epr
transition of Cr(III) in Cdln S with the magnetic field
along the trigonal axis. EPR trequnecy 34.5 GHz at 8.3 kG.
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Via the -1/2 ++ +1/2 as well as via the -1/2 «-+ -3/2. transition

two strong and broad endor lines could be observed (linewidth

about 1 MHz) as illustrated in Fig.VI.3(B). They can be

attributed to indium with unresolved guadrupule splitting. It

was found that the major part of the endor frequency is due to

an isotropic superhyperfine interaction having the value of:

A(In) = +16.0(3) 10~4 cm"1.

Although the interaction has an anisotropic component as well,

its contribution is very small relative to the isotropic

component and not important for our purpose. The given

uncertainty in A(In) includes the uncertainty due to the

omission of the anisotropic component.

From the value of A(In) one can deduce an epr linewidth of

Cr(III) in Cdln-S. of 250 G (assuming g=2.00 and D=0.0), which

is the same linewidth as was observed experimentally.

VI. 1.3 SPIN DELOCALIZATION DATA

The isotropic hyperfine interaction between the electron spin

of a paramagnetic ion and the nuclear spins of the surrounding

diamagnetic cations is related to the spin density at the

nucleus of the latter, according to:

Hn = I 3*Ve9NPN 6(rkn> V X n [ V I ' 1 )

which describes the interaction of the electron k with the

nucleus n. In the previous sections the hyperfine interaction

was described by means of the effective spin Hamiltonian

H =A S I . The relation between this description and that of

Eq.(VI.l) can be obtained from the equality

<SS|AnSz|SS> = <ysslfTrgeeegN3N I«<rkn>skzl'<'ss> CVI.2)

where the. left hand side is based on the spin states |SM>

and the right hand side on the N-electron wavefunction 1

The wavefunction can be approximated adequately by a single

(spin unrestricted) Slater determinant, in the case that the

magnetic ion is orbitally non-degenerated.

Thus:
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An = !*Ve*N*N A % fVI'33

an = 2 I <*k|6(rkn)skz|V (VI.3a)

in which the summation is over the occupied orthogonal spin

orbitals. 0 represents the spin density at the nucleus n.

In table VI.2, the data available in literature on superhyperfine

interactions in chalcogenides have been tabulated together with

the results of this thesis. To eliminate the specific nuclear

parameters of the diamagnetic cations, the interactions

have been presented as effective hyperfine fields: H, _=A /g NB N-

The values of v N M_=g NB N/h used for this purpose are given in

table VI.3. Besides these hyperfine fields the spin densities

at the nuclei of the diamagnetic cations (a ) according to

Eq.(VI.3) are given.

Inspection of the data in table VI.2 allows some remarks to be

made:

1) The spin density at the indium nucleus (Oj ) is the same in

CdIn 2S 4:Cr(III) and NaInS 2:Cr(III). indicating that the

spin transfer depends mainly on the local geometry of the two

cations and their nearest neighbour anions (wich are the

same in both compounds).

2) a o is the same in SnO_:Mn(IV) and SnO_:Cr(III), suggesting

that the charge of the magnetic ion has little effect on the

spin transfer.

3) In CdY_S :Mn(II) a A 1=0.60 and <0.17 8~ 3 for the 125° and the

90 interaction respectively, indicating the importance of

the local geometry (bond angles and atomic distances) on the

spin transfer.

4) Comparing 0_, in NiO and MnO it seems that the contributions

of the Mn 3d,t_ electrons is very small relative to the

contributions of the e electrons. This is more or less

confirmed by the difference in spin transfer in LaAlO3:Fe(III)

and LaA10 3:Cr(III): a A 1=+0.100 and -0.019 8~ 3, respectively.

In both groups the transfer is via a 180°interaction path.
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Table VI.2 Superhyperfine interaction (H =A/g 3 )» spindensity at
the nucleus of the diamagnetic cation (O =6SA /8TTg 3 gJ3 > >
and relative spin density in the lowest unoccupied s orbital
of the diamagnetic cation (p =0 |x (0)|~2), assuming that
there is no spin density in fhenhighest occupied s orbital,
in chalcogenides.

90 interactions

SnO2:Cr(III)

SnO :Mn(IV)

NalnS :Cr(III)

Cdln S :Cr(III)

ZnAl2S4:Mn(II)

CdY2S4:Mn(II)

CdY2S4:Fe(III)

110 interactions

ZnS:Mn(II)

CdS:Mn(II)

CdSe:Mn(II)

CdTe:Mn(II)

CdTe:Cr(I)

CuInS :Fe(III)

125 interactions

ZnAl2S4:Fe(III)

CdY2S4:Mn(II)

180 interactions

LaAKyCrail)

LaAlO3:Fe(III)

MnO:Cd(II)

NiO:Cd(II)

Cr-Sn

Mn-Sn

Cr-In

Cr-In

Mn-Al

Mn-Y

Fe-Y

Mn-Zn

"

Mn-Cd

Mn-Cd

Mn-Cd

Cr-Cd

••

Fe-In

Fe-Al

Mn-Y

Cr-Al

Fe-Al

Mn-Cd

Ni-Cd

distance

(X)

3.19

3.19

3.80

3.83

3.52

3.96

3.96

3.83

••

4.12

4.32

4.59

4.59
II

3.91

4.13

4.64

3.79

3.79

4.45

4.18

Hhf
(kG)

60.

55.

54.

52.

<3.8

<5.2

<36.

4.6

8.3

8.4

8.8

8.4

1.8

3.5

<16.

7.6

18.

1.0

2.9

14.

33.

a
n,

(A"3)

1.2

1.1

1.0

+1.0

<0.12

<0.17

<1.2

+0.15

0.28

0.28

0.30

0.28

0.60

1.1

<0.50

0.24

0.60

-0.019

+0.10

0.44

0.42

P

(

1

1

1

1

<0

<0

<4

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

<0.

3.

2.

0.

1.

0.

0.

s

%)

.6

.5

.6

.5

.30

.68

.6

.39

.70

.30

.32

.30

.68

.3

.78

.0

.3

24

2

SO

49

Ref.

6

7

8

this work

this work

this work

this work

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

this work

this work

this work

16

16

17

17

£j
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Table VI.3 Experimental values of |x (0)| (from Ref.20), theoretical
values for neutral atoms ffrom Ref.21) and vNf,R (from
Ref.22) for some cations with low lying empty 's orbitals
in their normal oxidation state.

lxs(0)
exp.

t H z / G )

theor.

3s

Nac

Mg"1

Al"*

Si +

8

14

6

14

26

41

1126100

26110

1 1 0 9ioo

8465

4s

Ca+

S c + +

Cu°

Zn+

G a + +

Ge

8

13

35

38(±3)*

36(±5)

38(±2)

8

17

20

37

54

81

107

19993

287 "^

103410°

112969

264"

102260

1498

; 1097

; 120931

; 1298"°

5s

Rbu

Sr+

y + +

Ag°
Cd+

In + +

S n + + +

16
21

25

64

87(±20)

66(±1)

70(±30)

16

29

36

60

82

117

153

41173

1857

20910°

172s1

903"

931*

13220""1

; 139327

; 198 "9

; 944IZ

; 933*

; 15778 ; 15879

* Effect of matrix used
** Superscript indicates natural abundance
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Thus far attention has been paid to the spin density at the

nucleus of the diamagnetic ion. However, this quantity can be

related to the spin polarization of the outer s orbitals of

the diamagnetic cation, and thus to the admixture of these

atomic orbitals in the molecular orbitals. The interaction of

a paramagnetic ion with the nucleus of one of its surrounding

diamagnetic cations is mainly due to the spin density in the

valence s orbitals of the diamagnetic cation, i.e., the highest

occupied and the lowest unoccupied s orbitals. The contributions

of the inner s orbitals, which do not take part in the chemical

bonding, will be very small compared with the contributions of

the outer s orbitals. The latter point can be illustrated with

the Unrestricted Hartree Fock calculations of Watson and Freeman

(18) on a Mn(II) ion. The effective magnetic field at the

nucleus caused by spin polarization of the Is, 2s and 3s

orbitals by one d electron is -6, -280 and +148 kG, respectively.

The field should be compared with 300,000 and 5,000 kG caused

by a single 3s and 4s electron respectively.

Thus in the case of an indium ion:

°ln = I W ° > f 2 p4s + IX5S(O)|
2 P5s

in which m, =±\, ah is the admixture of the atomic orbital
K K, S 2

X in the spin orbital §^, Ix 4 s(
o)| is the expectation value

of the 4s orbital at the nucleus. It can be seen in Eq.CVT.4)

that the hyperfine interaction is related to two parameters,

p. and p5 , which are the transferred spin density to the

4s and 5s orbitals, respectively, and are directly related to

the chemical bonding.

The principle origin of p 5 g is the admixture of the indium 5s

orbital in the d orbitals of the magnetic ion, i.e., the

delocalization of the unpaired electrons. The principle origin

of p,,r on the other hand, is the admixture of the d orbitals

in the 4s orbital with 8 spin, i.e., the delocalization of the

4s-B electron.
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Certainly, p_ will be larger than p. . However, because

|x4s(0)|
2 is considerably larger (more than an order of magnitude)

than Ixc (0)|2 it is not yet clear which of the two terms in

Eq. VI.4 will dominate.

While the contribution of p- was neglected in the analysis of

Taylor, Owen and Wanklyn (16), the analysis of Chen, Kikuchi

and Watanabe (19) was entirely based o:n it. Both approaches

are still lacking a justification thus far, and the results

obtained with them should be treated with care. It is highly

desirable to obtain more insight in the relative magnitude of

P5 and p. ; UHF calculations on clusters consisting of a cation

pair with its anion ligands may serve this purpose- As an

illustration of the order of magnitude that can be expected

for these parameters, the spin density in the lowest unoccupied

s orbitals are shown in the last column of table VI.2, which

were calculated with the assumption that the spin polarization

of the highest occupied s orbitals can be neglected;

Ps = an |xs(0)|~
2 VI.5

For these calculations the experimental data of |x (0) | 2,

deduced from the measured hyperfine interaction of an extra

s electron on the diamagnetic ion with its own nucleus, i.e.,

for Ps=lr were used and they are shown in table VI.3.

In this table, these values are compared with those obtained

by SCF-Xa calculations on neutral atoms (21). It can be seen

that the agreement for neutral gas phase atoms is quite good,

although the values of |x (0)|2 obtained by Hyper-Hartree-Fock

calculations (23) are systematically 30% lower than those

obtained by the Xa method. On the other hand, the experimental

values of ions in a matrix are much lower than those calculated

for the corresponding neutral atoms in the gas phase. This

effect may be explained by delocalization of the unpaired

s electron over unoccupied orbitals of the matrix. Also the

electrons of the matrix with (3 spin can delocalize into the

half filled s orbital. Especially the latter effect is expected

to be less for "hard" cations (like Mg,Al,K,Y) than for "soft"

cations (like Zn,Cd,In,Sn). This may explain the better
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agreement between experimental and theoretical values in the

case of "hard" cations.

Inspection of table VI.2 shows that more coherent superhyperfine

interaction data will be needed to illuminate the trends in the

delocalization of the unpaired electrons, i.e., the effect of

atomic distances, bond angles, type of diamagnetic cation and

type of anion. Useful series may be:

a) 90° interactions for Cr(III), Mn(II), Fe(IIl) and Ni(II) in

CdY-S., CdIn?S. and some normal oxo-spinels.

b) 110 interactions for Fe(III) in CuAlS2, CuGaS-, CuInS-,

CuTlS2, AgGaS_, CuGaSe- and AgGaSe-.

c) 90° and 180° interactions For V(II), Mn(II) and Ni(II) in

MgO.

It seems reasonable to assume that most of these interactions

can be measured by means of endor.

The advantage of studying the chemical bonding and spin delocal-

ization via the superhyperfine interactions is in the first

place that these interactions can be measured in much more

systems than the magnetic interaction between paramagnetic ions

and that the experiments are much simpler. Secondly, there is a

clear relation between the isotropic part of the superhyperfine

interaction and the chemical bonding as indicated in Eqs.tVI.4)

and (VI.4a). Of course, the isotropic superhyperfine interaction

will not give a full description of the chemical bonding or

even the spin delocalization, but it gives a very useful

contribution to it.
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VI. 2 SINGLE ION EPR SPECTRA OF Fe(III) IN SULPHO-CHALCOPYRITES

VI.2.1 RESULTS

The single ion spectra of Fe(III) in single crystals of CuAlS.,

and CuGaS_ were recorded with an X-band spectrometer (v = 9 GHz)

between 4.2 and 300 K, rotating the magnetic field in the (110)

and (001) planes. The results are shown in Figs.VI.4 and VI.5.

Assuming that Fe(III) is substituted at the cation sites with

S, symmetry, its epr spectrum can be described by the spin

Hamiltonian

fl=BH*Q'S+BT (S) + B T (S)+

o o 0 o •* i i

tVI.l)

and a spin S=5/2, when the z-axis is chosen along the fourfold

axis (i.e., along the crystallographic c-axis). A somewhat

different notation of the spin Hamiltonian is
H = B H-g»S + D S 2 + ^ F (S4-ffs2) + f- (S4+S4+S4) (VI.2a)3 z 36 z 14 z 6• x y z

The relations between the two sets of parameters follow from

chapter III:

F = ̂ /70 B(o
4) " 72 B44> BO } = S (a + f F) [VI-2b)

a = 48 B(4
4) °

(4)
The x-axis can be chosen in such a way that Bv ', and hence a,

becomes real. This direction does not correspond with a

particular crystallographic direction set by symmetry. A

consequence is that the experimental epr spectrum will be a

superposition of the spectra of two equivalent ions having

different directions of their x-axes. This is found by the

following argument: The experimental epr spectrum should

reflect at least the point symmetry of the lattice, i.e., D_j,

in addition to the inversion symmetry enforced by the time

reversal symmetry; hence the symmetry of the epr spectra will
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[110] 90

[001]
3 4 5 6

» magnetic field (K Gauss)

Fig.VI.4 Angular dependence of the X-band epr spectrum of isolated
Fe (III) ions in CuAlS on rotating the magnetic field
in the (110) plane.

[110] 90

[001] 0

Fig.VI.5 Angular dependence of the X-band epr spectrum of isolated
Fe(III) ions in CuGaS on rotating the magnetic field
in the (llo) plane. Experimental line positions are
indicated by dots, full lines represent the least-square
fit to the experimental points.
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be D., with generating symmetry elements:

C4(001) ; i ; av(100) or av(110) CVI.3)

In other words: if there is a site, whose x-axis makes an

angle T with the crystallographic (100) direction, there must

be an other site, whose x-axis makes an angle -\ with the

crystallographic [100) direction. The spectra of both sites

will be identical when the magnetic field is in the crystallo-

graphic (100) or (110) planes. This can be seen on rotating

the magnetic field in the (001) plane, as shown in Fig.VI.6.

In table VI.4 the parameters are presented obtained by a

least square fit to the experimental spectra. Details of the

computational method will be discussed in section VI.2.3.

In table VI-4 the parameters obtained by Schneider et al. (24,

25) for Fe(III) in a series of sulphur chalcopyrites are also

shown. Because their analysis was based mainly on the spectra
14)

with H// (001) they did obtain a value for B. only in the case

of CuGaSp.

Some remarks can be made with respect to the results:

1) Substitution of Fe(III) at the trivalent sites will be

energetically most favorable and hence corresponds with

the strongest spectrum. Partial substitution at the

monovalent cation sites or at interstitial sites is

possible. Experimentally it turned out that all lines

not belonging to the spectrum discussed above, are at least

100 times less intense. Hence, it can be concluded that the

Fe(III) ions in CuAlS 2 and CuGaS, occupy almost exclusively

the trivalent cation sites.

2) Inspecting the temperature dependence of the parameters,
(2)

the strong temperature dependence of B_ of Fe(III) in

CuAlS 2 relative to that of Fe(III) in CuGaS- is remarkable.

Below 77 K the spectra of both compounds are independent of

temperature.

3) Comparing the data of Schneider et al. with our data there

are some significant differences:

- The values of : For CuAlS_:Fe 5.7° and 5.1° respectively,

definitely exceeding the possible error of 0.1 (see
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Table VI.4 Parameters of the spin Hamiltonian of Eq.(VI.l) for Fe(III) substituted

in sulpho-chalcopyrites. B( in 10 cm . T is the angle (in degrees)

between the magnetic x-axis and the crystallographic (100) plane (|T| ̂ 4

temp.

qll

q\
B(2)

o

B (
o
4 )

B 4 4 )

T

this work

300 K

2.012

2.064

777.5

3.64

(1.99)

(5.2)

CuGaS :Fe

this work

77 K

2.043

2.020

772.7

4.02

1.99(2)

5.2(1)

Ref.(24)

77 K

2.024

2.024

769.8

3.59

1.44

5.1

this work

300 K

2.021

2.028

406.9

3.33

(1.77)

(5.7)

CuAlS :Fe

this work

77 K

2.026

2.026

366.0

3.08

1.77(2)

5.7(1)

Ref.'(25)

77 K

2.020

j

367.4

3.13

5.1

CuInS :Fe

Ref. (25)

77 K

2.022

7

404.2

2.30

?

?

AgGaS :Fe

Ref.(25)

77 K

2.019

?

1988.6

2.47

1

10.9



section VI.2.2). For AgGaS2:Fe 5.5° and 10.9° respectively,

the difference is even considerably greater.

- The values of B y ' for CuGaS9:Fe, 1.99 and 1.44x10 cm
- 4 - 1

respectively, with possible error of about 0.02x10 cm
(4)Because Schneider et al. did not measure B. for CuAlS.:Fe

a comparison is not possible in that case.

As the differences are beyond the accuracy of the measurements,

the most likely explanation is that the parameters depend on

the preparation conditions.

4) Many of the crystals we prepared showed to be twins, which

can be recognized very easily by the appearence of the

spectrum for Hj^(OOl) besides that for H //tOOl). There

was no morphological difference observable between single

crystals and twins.

5) The parameters of the spin Hamiltonian of the isolated

Fe(III) ions reported in this section have been utilized in

section VI.3 in obtaining a first guess of the parameters

of the spin Hamiltonian of pairs of Fe(III) ions. In this

connection it should be noted that we nor Schneider et al.

determined the absolute sign of the zero field splitting,

but only the relative signs of the zero field splitting

parameters.

vi.2.2 ACCURACY
(4)The values of T and B. are determined by rotating the

magnetic field in the (001) plane; T is half the "phase

difference" between the angular dependence of the line positions

of the two sites (see Fig.VI.6), while the amplitude of the
(4)

variation in the line position is proportional to B. and

depends little on the other parameters. If the rotation

axis does not coincide with the C001) direction or is not

perpendicular to the magnetic field direction, the angular

dependence would show a twofold symmetry axis instead of a

fourfold axis. Thus the effect of misorientation of the

crystals was within the experimental accuracy (about 2 G ) .

Then the possible error in T will be about 0.1° and the
(4)

error in B. about 2%. These errors apply to the spectra
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[no]

2650 2900 2950

^ magnetic tield (GAUSS)

Fig.VI.6 Angular dependence of part of the X-band epr
spectrum of isolated Fe(III) ions in CuAlS on
rotating the magnetic field in the (001) plane.

recorded at 77 K only; at room temperature the linewidth has

increased so much that the spectra of the two sites are no

longer resolved, making the determination of x almost
(4)impossible and of B. much less accurate. Therefore i t was

assumed that x and B. have the same value at room temperature
,(2) and B(4)) are

o
as they have at 77 K. The other parameters (g, B'

determined from the angular dependence of the line positions

on rotating the magnetic field in the (110) plane. The line

positions were not measured very accurately {a - 10 G) and

may show some systematic errors too. It is likely that the

unusual g-values of CuGaS2:Fe are caused by the inaccuracy of

the measurements.
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VI.2.3 COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

The parameters in the spin Hamiltonian should be determined

in such a way that they give the best description of the

experimental resonance positions (H,hv) (a refers to a set

of experimental values of the strength and orientation of the

magnetic field and of the microwave frequency at wich resonance

was observed)

The best values of the parameters have been calculated by using

the standard non-linear least-square method of Marquardt (26)

to minimize the quantity

I w* (AHa)
2 (III.3)

in which AH is the difference between the experimental

magnetic field strength and the field strength calculated

for the experimental orientation of the magnetic field and the

experimental microwave frequency, w is a weighing factor

to be chosen inversely proportional to the standard deviation

of the experimentally observed magnetic field strength. This

standard deviation consists not only of the standard deviation

of the magnetic field measurement but also of the effect of

errors in the measurement of the microwave frequency and the

orientation of the magnetic field (described by the two angles

G and <(>) .

Hence:

Wa = °H 36

3Hal + j^aj.
3<J> | u < j > | 3 h v | " h vO....I , (III.4)

in which the c's are standard deviations.

Although a. usually is small enough to be omitted, an and a,
nv u c

are typically of the order of 1 and may have a significant

effect. In our calculations a rougher weighing procedure was

used: w
a
= 1 when j3H /36j <50 G/degree and zero otherwise.

The calculation of the derivatives of H with respect to hv.9, -f and the spin Hamiltonian parameters, required in the

least-square procedure, has been discussed in the appendix of

chapter II.
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t

In the calculation we have used a special expression for AH :

AH = HCalc - HSXP = ̂  ~ylH<X' ) (III.5)
a a a 8A

"air
f in which A is the calculated difference between the two

I energy levels involved in the transition. This means that the

t, energy difference is assumed to depend linearly on the strength

f of the magnetic field. This approximation is allowed when AHa

is small, so that it will have no effect on the ultimate

', result. This procedure has two important advantages over an

exact calculation of AH :
a

a) AH^ is defined for all values of the spin Hamiltonian

parameters. In an exact calculation of AH , it may happen

that it is not defined for some intermediate values of the

parameters/ which would complicate the calculation

cons iderably.

b) The required computation time is an order of magnitude

less than for an exact calculation, which would require

a successive approximation of the calculated resonance

position H till A equals hv. The approximation of

Eq,. (III. 5) requires A to be calculated only once (at the

experimental resonance position H
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VI. 3 EPR SPECTRA OF Fed 11) PAIRS IN CuAlS., and CuGaS

By measuring the energy levels of isolated pairs, epr

spectroscopy is one of the few techniques suitable to obtain

detailed and reliable information about the interactions

between paramagnetic ions. This method has been reviewed by

Henning (27) and by Owen and Harris (28). Although this"

technique has been applied since 1960, results have been

obtained almost exclusively with pairs of Cr(III) and of Mn(II)

As far as known, no epr spectra of Fe(III) pairs have been

published.

VI.3.1 EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION

In addition to the spectrum of isolated Fe(ITT) ions our epr

spectra of single crystals of CuAlS., and CuGaS2 with about

0.5% Fe showed a very complex spectrum with an intensity of

about 1% of the intensity of the single ion spectrum. An

example of such a spectrum is given in Fig.VI.7. Because

samples with very little iron did not show this spectrum, it

should be attributed to Fe pairs and/or to Fe ions close to

lattice defects or in larger clusters.

As the "pair" spectrum is obviously a superposition of various

spectra, each of which may be quite complex in itself,

additional information is required to analyse this spectrum.

A first start has been made by using the parameters of the

spin Hamiltonian of the isolated ions, and trying to predict

the parameters of the various (nearest-, next nearest-, etc.)

pairs. The experimental spectra than may be identified by

comparing them with the predicted spectra.
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CuAIS->:Fe

2.0 2.5 10 _ ,.. 1b
> magnetic field (kG)

Fig.VI.7 Part of the X-band spectrum of CuAlS ^Fe at 77 K, on
rotating the magnetic field in the (110) plane

VI. 3.2 PREDICTION OF SPECTRA OF PAIRS OF STRONGLY INTERACTING IONS

As discussed in chapter III, the energy levels of a pair of

paramagnetic ions with a strong isotropic interaction are

grouped into well separated multiplets, which can be described

in the case of two S=5/2 ions with an effective spin of

S=0,l,2,3,4 and 5 respectively.

The epr spectrum of each multiplet can be described by the

spin Hamiltonian

H = 3 H«g»S + B(2)

s s
B(4) TC4)(S)
s

[VI.6)

The parameters can be expressed as a linear combination of

single ion parameters and anisotropic interaction terms:
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Table VI.5 The values of the parameters oc and B in Eq. VI.7

for the various multiplets of two S=5/2 ions.

S=l

2

3

4

5

-3.2000

-0.4762

-0.0222

0.1429

0.2222

g(2,

3.7000

0.9762

0.5222

0.3571

0.2778

=

1.0714

-0.1667

-0.0714

0.02 38

=

0.0108

0.0086

0.0091

0.0109

»(2) =

+ g")

e(2)

i4)
(VI.7}

B1
,(4:22)

in which the single and the double prime refer to each of

the two ions. The constants a and B can be calculated from

first principles, as outlined in chapter III; their values

for a pair of S=5/2 ions have been tabulated in table VI.5.

The parameters in the Hamiltonian of Eq. VI.6 can be

estimated by assuming that:
It) flr\

a) The values of g', g", B l V ' and BnV ' are equal to their

values for the isolated ions.

This means that the change in "crystal field" and

"chemical bonding" is small when a neighbouring diamagnetic

cation is replaced by a magnetic ion. In table VI.6, for a
(2)

number of cases reported in literature the parameters B

are compared for isolated ions and for pairs. It can be

seen that this approximation is not always warranted and

that especially nearest neighbour effects are sometimes

significant.

b) The value of B " is equal to the magnetic point dipole-

dipole interaction.

Although this is not a very accurate approximation, it gives

the right order of magnitude as can be seen from table VI.7.
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Table VI.6 Difference between B of isolated ions and of pairs

ZnS:Mn(II)-Cd(II)

ZnS:Mn(II)

MgO:Mn(II)

CaO:Mn(II)

a-Al2O3:Cr(III)

ZnGa2O4:Cr(III)

MgAl2O4:Cr(III)

Inn

Inn

2nn

2nn

4nn

Inn

Inn

B(2)

0

0

0

0

-318

+872

+ 1517

150

40

+33

-17

£5
<5

220

Ref.

29

29

30

30

31

32

33

-4 -1
energies in 10 cm

Table VI.7 Ratios of calculated magnetic dipole-dipole
interaction and experimental anisotropic interaction.

ZnS.-Mn(II)

MgO:Mn(II)

CaO:Mn(Il)

KMgF3:V(II)

MgO:V(II)

a-Al2O3:Cr(III)

ZnGa2O4:Cr(III)

MgAl2O4:Cr(III)

BiI3:Cr(III)

Inn

2nn

2nn

Inn
2nn

4nn

Inn

Inn

Inn

ratio

1.5

1.15

1.05

0.75

0.50

0.65

1.00

0.80

0.0015

Ref.

29

30

30

34

35

31

32

33

36

Thus from Eq.(VI.71 one can get an idea of the accuracy of

B . The only exception is BiI3:Cr(III) which shows a

very strong anisotropic interaction. This has been explained

on the basis of a strong covalent bonding and very strong

spin-orbit interactxon on the anions (36).

c) All other terms in Eq.fVI.7) can be omitted.
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When the z-axis is chosen along the line, joining the two ions
of the pair (at a distance ri2 ), the magnetic dipole-dipole
interaction is represented by:

(VI.8)

= - 0.530 -3^- cm"1 (r I2 in

In adding the tensors in Eq.(VT.7), they should be described

relative to the same coordinates; in our analysis they were

described relative to the crystallographic axes: x//a ; y // b ;

z // c . Using the transformation properties of the tensors,

described in chapter III, the magnetic dipole-dipole interactions

for the various Fe(III) pairs in sulphur chalcopyrites

relative to these axes are shown in table VI.8.

In calculating the spectra corresponding with these parameters,

one should take into account that the symmetry of the pairs

is much lower than that of the host lattice, so that each

spectrum is a superposition of equivalent pairs, with different

orientations of the principal axes. To calculate the full

spectrum belonging to a particular type of pairs, the symmetry

operations of Eq.(VI.3) should be applied to the spectrum of

a single arbitrarily chosen pair of that type.

Table VI.8 Magnetic dipole-dipole interaction of some Fe(III)
pairs in sulphur chalcopyrites in 10 cm .
Assuming: g=2.00 and a =5.5 8 .

(0,0,0)

( J . O . I )

(1,0,0)

G. i . i )
U.I , I )
(1 ,1 ,0 )

r
a

0.707

1.000

1.225

1.225

1.414

B(2=ll)
o

-90.0
63.6

17.3
-34.7

22.6

B

-220.

0

-14.

-28.

0

' I 2 1 '

8 ,

,

1 ,

3 ,

r

i )

0

0

28.3

28.3

0

(2:1

-100.4 ,

-78.0 ,

21.2 ,

0

0

1)

0

0

28.3

14.1

27.6
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VI.3.3 ASSIGNMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL SPECTRA TO A SPECIFIC PAIR

By comparing the experimental spectra with the spectra

calculated with the approximated parameters, one may find some

resemblance, allowing the assignment of some of the experimental

lines. If the original assignment was correct, successive

approximation of the parameters will allow more lines to be

assigned.

Because the method is essentially limited to strongly

interacting pairs with well separated multiplets, attention

will in the first place be paid to the S=5 multiplets for

ferromagnetic pairs, and to the S=l and S=2 multiplets for

anti-ferromagnetic pairs.

CuAlS2:Fe

The strongest experimental pair lines, which can be traced

most easily, show an angular dependence in the (110) plane

that clearly resembles the angular dependence expected for

the S=5 multiplet. By adjusting the parameters of the S=5

multiplets of a set of equivalent pairs, all calculated

lines could be accounted for in a reasonable way, though not

always unambiguously. A comparison of the experimental and

the calculated line positions is shown in Fig.VI.8.

»• magnetic field {kGaussl

Fig.VI.8 Line positions of the epr X-band spectrum at 77 K on
rotating the magnetic field in the (110) plane, of the
S=5 multiplet of Fe(III) pairs in CuAlS . Dots are the
experimental points; full lines represent the least square
fit; single ion lines have been shadded.
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Table VI.9 Non-vanishing spin Harailtonian parameters of the four
equivalent pairs describing the strongest pair lines

s
g

Bo

B2

Bo

B2

<

of

2.

93

21.8

-0

0.05

-0.24

CuAlS :Fe.

5

054

.5

, 0.

.30

,-0.

, 0.

.1

,01

,04

5

2.054

93.5

21.8,-0.

-0.30

0.05, 0.

-0.24,-0.

1

01

04

-21

-0.

-0.

5

2.054

93.5

.8, 0.

-0.30

05,-0.

24, 0.

1

01

04

5

2.054

93.5

-21.8,-0.1

-0.30

-0.05, 0.01

-0.24,-0.04

-4 -1
Energies in 10 cm . The imaginary part of the parameters is given
after the comma.

The non-vanishing parameters of the four equivalent pairs,

after the final optimization, are shown in table VI.9. It

should be noted that an equivalent description is obtained

by inverting the signs of all zero field splitting parameters.

Because the description of the experimental line positions is

less than perfect, the parameters cannot be considered to be

fully reliable. Nonetheless

not more than a few percent.

fully reliable. Nonetheless the errors in g and B will be

Although the experimental spectrum was assumed to be that of

an S=5 multiplet, it can be described by an S=4 multiplet as

well, with practically the same parameters. This is a

consequence of the fact that the zero field splitting is small

relative to the microwave frequency and that it is dominated

by B . The main difference will be that the outer most lines

of the S=5 multiplet, which were not observable anyway, are

absent in the spectrum of the S=4 multiplet. In table VI.10

the experimental parameters are compared with those predicted

for the nearest and the next nearest neighbour pairs, as well

as for pairs with vanishing dipole-dipole interaction (further

than 5th nearest neighbour). Both possible signs of the single

ion zero field splitting have been taken into account. These

data strongly suggest that the spectrum should be attributed
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Table VI.10 Comparison of the experimental spin Hamiltonian parameters with those predicted for several pairs.

s

g

BS

B?

B2
2

Bj

B2

B:

exp.

4 or 5

2.054

93.5

0.0

21.8, 0.1

-0.30

0.05,-0.01

-0.24, 0.04

»nn

5

2.026

163

0

0

0.15

0

0.08, 0.03*

4

2.026

105

0

0

-0.44

0

-0.23, 0.10*

5

2.026

180(145)

0

22

0.15

0

0.08, 0.

2nn

03

4

2.026

127(82)

0

28

-0.44

0

-0.23, 0.10

5

2.026

138(188)

0,-61(61,0)

28

0.15

0

0.08

Inn

4

2.026

72(137)

0,-79(79,0)

36

-0.44

0

-0.23

-4 -1
Energies in 10 cm

Within brackets the values when B'o
z < 0.

f The imaginary part vanishes when the two ions have opposite signs of T.
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to the S=4 multiplet of the next nearest neighbour pairs:

a) The nearest neighbour interaction is expected to be

strongly antiferromagnetic (see section VI.4), so that the

S=4 and S=5 multiplets are not expected to be observable

at temperatures as low as 5K.

The B, parameters of nearest neighbour pairs are expected

to have a significant effect on the zero field splitting,

i.e., 15 and 40% for the S=5 and S=4 multiplets respectively,

while its effect is not detectable in the experimental

spectra.
(2)

b) The value of B , expected for the S=5 multiplet, is about

50% larger than the experimental value. This would mean

that the single ion zero field splitting is reduced

considerably (250 instead of 366xlO~4 cm"1) or that the

anisotropic interaction is much stronger than the magnetic

dipole-dipole interaction (about a factor four). Although

such differences cannot be excluded, they do not seem very

likely.

c) The experimental parameters compare surprisingly well with

those expected for the S=4 multiplet of the next nearest
(2)

neighbour pairs, especially when B* is assumed to be
negative. Notable is the agreement of the fourth order

zero field splitting parameters. The fact that the pair

spectra of V(II), Cr(III) and Mn(II) can be described so

well without these fourth order terms, indicates that

other contributions than those from the single ion

anisotropy have little effect, and stresses the importance

of agreement between experimental and predicted values of

the fourth order parameters.
(2)

d) The phase of BV, ' as well as the systematic absence of the

tensor components suggest that the experimental spectrum

should be attributed to a next nearest neighbour pair.

Adopting the conclusion that the experimental spectrum should

be attributed to an S=4 multiplet, an explanation is required

of the greater intensity of the S=4 spectrum relative to the

S=5 spectrum at 100K as well as at 5K. The cause could be
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in the biquadratic term in the isotropic interaction:

H = J S!-S2+ j (S!-S2)
2

From Fig.VI.9 it can be seen that the S=4 multiplet will be

lowest in energy when j/J < -0.133 and J < 0 . The ratio j/J

should be compared with the values in table VI. 11. It is seen
that the ratio is slightly in excess of the values observed up

to now.

Due to the larger zero field splitting of Fe(III) in CuGaS, as

compared with CuAlS_, the spectrum extends over a larger

magnetic field range and the lines show a stronger angular

dependence. This holds for the sincle ion spectrum as well as

for the pair spectrum..

H=JS1-S2»j(§1.S2)
2

Fig.VI.9 Energy levels of two S=5/2 ions with isotropic
interaction due to bilinear and to biquadratic terms.
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Table VI.11 Bilinear (J) and biquadratic (j) interactions.

MgO:Mn(II)

ZnS:Mn(II)

a-MnS

MgO:V(II)

a-Al2O :Cr(III)

ZnGa 0 :Cr(III)

MgAl2O :Cr(III)

2nn

Inn

Inn

2nn

2nn

3nn

4nn

Inn

Inn

J

+10

+40

+10

+50

+84

+12

- 7

+32

+40

j

-0.5

+2.5

<0.01

-1.9

-10.

+0.06

+0.14

-2.5

-3.

j/J

-0.05

+0.06

<io-3

-0.04

-0.12

+0.005

+0.02

-0.08

-0.07

Ref.

30

29

37

35

31

31

31

32

33

Energies in cm

The strongest pair lines show some resemblance with the

spectrum of an S=5 multiplet, especially for H> 1.5 kG.

However, no agreement could be obtained in the low field

region (H< 1.5 kG). Attempts to optimize the spin Hamiltonian

parameters for different assignments of the lines above

1.5 kG gave no improvement in the low field region.

Assignment of the lines to an S=4 multiplet may give better

results.

VI. 3.4 EVALUATION OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED

From the foregoing analysis it is very likely that the next

nearest neighbour interaction of Fe(III) ions in CuAlS_ and

CuGaSo is ferromagnetic. The next step in the analysis will

be to identify those line belonging to the S=5 and S=3

multiplets of this pair. The temperature dependence of the

intensity of each of the multiplets will enable their

relative energies to be calculated, and thus the isotropic

interaction parameters. In the next section it will be shown

that the ferromagnetic character of the next nearest neighbour

interaction is in agreement with the conclusions drawn from

the magnetic properties of CuFeS, and of B-MnS.
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So far only a few lines of the pair spectrum have been allocated.

For the analysis of the rest of the pair spectrum more r.nform-

ation will be required to subdivide the lines into distict

groups. Such information can be obtained from the relative

intensities of the lines at different temperatures or in samples

with different iron concentration, different defect concentration

or different distribution of the iron ions. As will be argued

in the next section it is likely that the ratios of the 2nd,

3rd and 4th nearest neighbour interactions are approximately

4:2:1 and that the nearest neighbour interaction is strongly

antiferromagnetic. The spectra of these pairs thus could be

analysed in the same way as has been done in the foregoing.

However, detection of the spectrum of the nearest neighbour

pairs will be difficult because the zero field splitting of

the S=l multiplet will be quite large and the S=2 multiplet

will be only partly populated. Moreover, the transition

probabilities of the strongest lines in each multiplet will be

proportional to S(S+1), so that the intensity of the spectrum

of an antiferromagnetic pair will be an order of magnitude less

than the intensity of the spectrum of a ferromagnetic pair.

Finally, some remarks should be made about the difference

between the pair spectra discussed above and those of Mn(II)

in ZnS (29), as this system is isoelectronic and almost

isostructural with CuGaS-. The pair spectrum of ZnS:Mn could

be described by the S=l, 2 and 3 multiplets of the antiferro-

magnetic nearest neighbour pairs. No other lines were

observable outside the central region covered by the isotropic

spectrum of isolated Mn(II) ions.

Contrasting to this the pair spectra of CuAlS_:Fe and CuGaS_:Fe

are complex and consist of the contributions of several

different pairs, of which at least one is ferromagnetic. To

explain the absence of other pairs in the spectrum of ZnS:Mn,

one can make an estimate of the spectrum of the next nearest

neighbour pairs in ZnS:Mn using the methods outlined above.

The zero field splitting of an isolated Mn(II) ion almost

vanishes. It seems reasonable to assume that also when a next
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nearest neighbour Zn ion is replaced by a Mn ion the single

ion zero field splitting remains quite small. Hence the zero

field splitting of the pair multiplets will be caused mainly

by the anisotropic interaction, the order of magnitude of which

is equal to the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction:

|B(2:ll)j = 3 2 x l 0-4 cm"
1 (from Eq.CVI.8)).

Using Eq.(VI.7) one obtaines the zero field splitting of the

various multiplets and the corresponding maximum displacement

of the resonance positions from the centre of the spectrum.

S=l

S=2

S=3

S=4

S=5

(10 cm )

118

31

17

11

9

AHmax
tG)

290

230

210

190

200

These results show that the pair spectra will be almost

entirely vanish behind the spectrum of the isolated Mn ions,

wich cover about 500 G. For more distant neighbour pairs the

situation is even worse.

Hence the very small zero field splitting of the isolated Mn

ions in ZnS causes the spectra of all pairs, other than the

nearest neighbour pairs, to concentrate around the spectrum of

the isolated Mn ions.
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VI.4 DISCUSSION OF PAIR INTERACTIONS IN CuFeS AND B-MnS

The analysis of the epr pair spectra of Fe(III) in CuAlS_ and

CuGaS, performed thus far and discussed in the preceding section

suggests strongly, that the interaction between next nearest

neighbour Fe(III) ions is ferromagnetic. Below it will be

checked, whether this conclusion is consistent with the known

magnetic properties of CuFeS- and 3-MnS (sphalerite structure).

Comparison with @-MnS is relevant because CuFeS- is a super

structure of 0-MnS, in which half of the manganese ions are

replaced by copper ions and the other half by iron ions, and

because the electronic configuration of both Mn(II) and Fe(III)

are high spin d . It seems likely that the magnetic interactions

in both compounds will be similar.

VI.4.1 MAGNETIC STRUCTURE

For both CuFeS2 (38) and 6-MnS (39) the magnetic structure has

been determined by neutron diffraction: see Fig.VI.10.

b^°
6-MnS

type III antiferromagnet 2

type I antiferromagnet
Fig.VI.10 Magnetic structures of $-MnS and CuFeS .
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In order to come to reasonable estimates of ratios and signs of

the most important interaction parameters, the stability range

of the various magnetic structures as a function of the inter-

action parameters will be considered.

The magnetic energy of the various colinear structures is

easily calculated semi-classically according to:

E = (2N)"1 I I J . S.-S.
i j 1 D x :

in which the J..'s are the interactions between the N

classical spins S ^

For $-MnS, taking into account up to fifth nearest neighbour

interaction, this gives:

ferromagnetic E_ = 12J]+ 6J2+24J3+12J,,+ 8J5
r

antiferromagnetic type I E = - 4Jj+ 6J2- 8J3+12J,,+ 8J5

antiferromagnetic type I I E__ = - 6J2 +12J,,- 8J5

antiferromagnetic type I I I E x = - 4Ji+ 2J2+ 8J3- 4J^- 8J5

in which Ji, J2 etc. are the interactions between nearest-,

next nearest- etc. neighbour pairs respectively.

For Cui'e'., the energy expressions are:

ferromagnetic E = 4Ji+ 4J2+I6J3+ A3^

antiferromagnetic type I E T = ~ 4 Ji + ^2 + *̂ »

antiferromagnetic type II E..-. = -4Ji + 4Ji,

In Fig.VI.11 these energies have been plotted for the case

that only J, and J_ are different from zero, together with

the ranges of the J1 and J_ values for which the proposed

magnetic structures are the most stable ones. It is seen that

no coherent picture is obtained of the magnetic structures,

known to exist, and the ferromagnetic character of the next

nearest neighbour interaction in CuFeS_.

Although it is common practice in the analysis of the magnetic

properties to take into account the nearest and the next nearest
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CuFeSj

Fig.VI.11 Relative stability of different magnetic structures
as a function of the nearest and next nearest neighbour
interactions Ji and Jz. More distant neighbour
interactions have been assumed to vanish.

neighbour interactions only, apparently it is not sufficient

for the present purpose. There are good reasons for this. Quite

different from the rocksalt structure, there is no good reason

here to assume J^ and J. to be small relative to J_. This is

shown in Fig.VI.12, picturing the local geometry of the

different pairs.

o

Fig.VI.12 Local geometry of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th nearest
neughbour pairs of Mn in ZnS.
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It is seen that J_, J, and J. follow similar interaction paths.

Hence these interactions will be of the same order of magnitude.

Because all bond angles in this structure are the same and

all ions are spherically symmetric, the ratios of these interact-

ions can be estimated by considering the transfer of spin

density to the intermediate ions. For this purpose part of the

lattice is shown in detail in Fig.VI.13.

Fig.VI.13 Scheraatical representation of a detail of the
lattice of ZnS:Mn.

Mn will transfer equal amounts of spin density to each of its

sulphur neighbours. They in turn will transfer equal amounts

of spin density to each of their Zn neighbours. Thus M will

induce twice as much spin density at S 2 as it will at Sj. Hence

the interaction of Mn with Mn will be twice as strong as the

interaction with Mn.. Referring to the pairs in Fig.VI.12 it

thus seems reasonable to assume:

[Jj » J2 = 2 J3 = 4 J4 .

With this relation between J., J_ and J., one can calculate

a new (and better) magnetic phase diagrams for B-MnS and CuFeS--

They are shown in Fig.VI.14. From this figure it is clear that

the nearest neighbour interaction is antiferromagnetic (J. > 0)

in both compounds and that the next nearest neighbour interaction

is weaker than the nearest neighbour interaction. A ferromagn-

etic next nearest neighbour interaction now is feasible, although

the magnetic structure does not exclude an antiferromagnetic

interaction.
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P-MnS

Fig.VI.14 Relative stability of different magnetic structures as
a function of Jj and J1 =J2=2J3=4J1(. More distant
neighbour interactions have been assumed to vanish.

VI.4.2 NEEL TEMPERATURE

The Neel temperature of B-MnS is 100 K (40) compared with

820 K for CuFeS, (41). At first sight, this would suggest a

great difference in strength of the magnetic interactions. In

fact that is not a necessary conclusion. The magnetic phase

diagram of Fig.VI.14 provides the answer. The Neel temperature

drops to zero when two magnetic structures have the same

energy, independent of the stability of the two magnetic

structures relative to the paramagnetic state (42). Just

this situation is shown by 8-MnS: the experimentally

determined type III antiferromagnetic structure shows an

accidental degeneracy with the type I antiferromagnetic structure.

Which of these structures is lower in energy will depend on the

precise strength of each of the interactions. Thus the larg'j

difference in Neel temperature of (3-MnS and CuFeS- can be seen

as a confirmation of the pattern -of magnetic interactions

suggested in the preceding section.
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VI.4. 3 CURIE-WEISS TEMPERATURE

The Curie-Weiss temperature (6) is a much better measure of the

total strength of the magnetic interactions. According to the

usual definitions:

X = A + C/(T-9) with 6= (2N)"1 S(S+l)/3k- I I J..
i j i 3

A problem is, however, that the measurement of 9 for strongly

antiferromagnetic compounds is liable to very large errors.

For CuFeS,, 0 cannot be measured at all, because the compound

decomposes below its Neel temperature. For 8-MnS a value of

0=-95O K has been determined (40).

Assuming that J1 = J~ = 2J, = 4J4 and J . >4»=0 one gets the

relation:

Jx + || J1 =19 cm"1.

A reasonable approximation to J. in 8-MnS seems to be
-1 -1

J =32 cm (29), with a possible error of about 5 cm
Hence:

J' = J2 = 2J3 = 4J4 = -7.5 (±3.0) cm"
1.

It should be noted,however, that values as low as 18 cm

have been suggested for J. (43,44,45), which would correspond

with J'=+0.5 cm . From the Curie-Weiss temperature our

suggestion would be, that J_ and consequently J, and J. are

ferromagnetic in B-MnS, with

-8 < J_=2J3=4J. < 0 cm"1.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

In chapter VI it has been found that next nearest neighbour

Fe(III) pairs substituted in the chalcopyrites CuAlS2 and

CuGaS?, show a ferromagnetic interaction. This is the most

direct conclusion of this thesis, in line with the original

purpose of the investigation. The magnetic interaction

concerned follows the interaction path: magnetic ion - anion -

cation - anion - magnetic ion. Due to the tetrahedral coordinat-

ion of all ions in the chalcopyrite structure the angles involved

are close to 109°.

It is further suggested that all interactions between Fe(lll)

ions in the chalcopyrite structure showing this pattern, are

also ferromagnetic and have a strength proportional to the

number of interaction paths present. In this way the ratios

J2:J3:J =4:2:1 can be derived for the 2nd, 3rd and 4th shell

of magnetic neighbours respectively.

A check on this assumption has been found in the magnetic

structures of the related compound CuFeS_ and (3-MnS. With an

antiferromagnetic nearest neighbour interaction and ferromagnet-

ic interactions J_, J, and J., magnetic phase diagrams have

been constructed, confirming the magnetic structures reported in

literature. Also the considerable difference in Neel temperature,

820 K for CuFeS2 and 100 K for B-MnS, can be understood now.

Spin delocalization of paramagnetic ions over neighbouring

anions and diamagnetic cations is a phenomenon closely related

to the current explanation sought in particular for the more

distant magnetic interactions. Therefore in chapter VI attention

has been drawn to the possibility of epr and endor measurements

of superhyperfine interactions due to the nuclear spin of

diamagnetic cations. For several of the dilute magnetic compounds

such measurements turn out to be easily performed. In trying to
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interprete these data two other circumstances, however, also

turn out. In the first place there is a substantial controversy

in literature to what extent the spin delocalization to the

nucleus of the cation under consideration is governed by the

highest occupied or the lowest empty s orbital of the cation.

In the second place the spin delocalization can be expected

to depend on a great many of varables: bond distances and angles,

type of orbitals occupied in the magnetic ion, charge and

position in the periodic system of anions and diamagnetic

cations. Thus relevant information will require series of

measurements on structurally related compounds much more

extended than those reported in this thesis or available in

literature thus far.

In chapter IV a survey is given of our attempts to prepare

series of well determined magnetically substituted diamagnetic

compounds. In particular two promising classes have been

explored: Cr(III) in normal spinels and Fe(III) in chalcopyrites.

The results with the normal spinels have been rather disappoint-

ing. It turned out that Cr(III) is very badly soluble in the well

defined normal spinels ZnAl_S. and CdY-S.. Cr(lII) is easily

substituted in Cdln-S. and Hgln-S., but superhyperfine interaction

with the nuclei of the diamagnetic cations leads to excessive

broadening of the epr lines. The same is to be expected for

MgSc,S., ZnSc_S. and CdSc2S..

The results with the chalcopyrites are much more promisinq. The

best results in this thesis have been obtained with CuAlS- and

CuGaS2- EPR lines of Fe(III) in CuInS2 and AgInS2 are broad due

to interaction with the indium nuclear spin.Little attention

has been paid, thus far, to Fe(III) in AgGaS- and CuTlS2. It

might be suggested that extention of the exploration to selenides

tellurides ans pnictides with chalcopyrite structure is worth-

while.

A prerequisite to all detailed measurements, either epr or endor,

for the study of magnetic interactions, is the availability of
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single crystals of the magnetically deluted compound. In chapter

IV it has been shown that the chemical vapour phase transport

method is suitable to prepare single crystals of sufficient

dimensions. With iodine as a transport aid and provided a

homogeneously substituted powder is used as a starting material,

satisfactory single crystals have been prepared of the systems:

CuAlS2:Fe, CuGaS2:Fe, CuInS2:Fe and AgGaS_:Fe. For the growth

of CdIn_S.:Cr crystals, A1C1, had to be used as a transport aid.

In chapter V the transport process has been analysed more

systematically for CuAlS.,. Taking into acount the strong

dependence of the transport rate on the concentration of iodine

in the ampoule, it is concluded that in all probability a

substantial vapour pressure of S_ is maintained due to

dissociation of the parent sulfide, while the transport of

Cu and Al is provided by the gaseous compound CuAlI,-. A rough

estimate of all thermochemical quantities involved agrees with

this conclusion.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

H

H, H

S, T(k)(S)

(k) (k)A , B , g

v

XM

h

k

-1

spin Hamiltonian

magnetic field strength

(1 Gauss = 10~4 Tesla = 10~4 Vsm~2)

spin operators

nuclear spin operators

spin Hamiltonian parameters

(old notation: D,E,a,F,bk,A,P,J,j)

(Their values are presented in units of cm •*•,

by deviding them by he (c is speed of light)J

microwave frequency

molar magnetic susceptibility

Bohr magneton

nuclear magneton

Planck's constsnt (6.625><1034 Js)

Boltzmann's constant (1.38*10" JK~ )

Avogadro's number

ao' bo' co

(hkl)

(hkl)

standard molar entropy

standard molar enthalpy

crystallographic lattice constants

crystallographic direction

crystallographic plane
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SUMMARY

Generally the cooperative magnetic properties of oxides and chalcogenides

of transition metal ions are governed by the interplay of short range

magnetic pair interactions of various type and magnitude. The

investigations, reported in this thesis, have been designed to gather more

information about such basic interactions in sulfides by isomorphie

substitution of the magnetic ions in suitable chosen diamagnetic host

lattices and measurement of electron spin resonance of coupled pairs and of

electron spin resonance or electron nulear double resonance of the hyperfine

interaction due to the nuclei of diamagnetic cations.

The greater part of this thesis is devoted to preliminaries of magnetic

resonance interpretation and sample selection and preparation. The

measurements on the magnetically deluted compounds, which will be

described, only have an exploratory nature.

Chapter II deals with the interpretation of epr spectra of paramagnetic

ions in powder samples. For the ion Fe(III) with its spin 5/2 such an

interpretation still require a great deal of care. After an analysis of

various important aspects of the interpretation of powder spectra, in

particular the computational method for the simulation of spectra from a

set of given parameters is dealt with. A new interpolation scheme, used to

generate single crystal spectra for a dense net of orientations of the

magnetic field, leads to rapid computations of the powder spectra.

Chapter III explains the use of the formalism of irreducible spherical

tensorial sets for the formulation and applications of the spin Hamiltonians

of single ions and of pairs. Again this introduction is essential because

of the planned application to pairs of Fe(III) ions with spin 5/2. In which

case fourth order terms in the single ion Hamiltonian and in the interaction

Hamiltonian have to be accounted for. The case of strong interactions

between pairs of ions with orbital singlet ground state is worked out. It

is seen how with' the single ion parameters one can calculate quite

accurately the epr spectra of pairs.
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Chapter IV describes the exploration of a series of compounds as to their

suitability for the study in this thesis. Two classes of ternary diamagnetic

sulfides have been surveyed: normal spinels and chalcopyrites. In particular

the homogeneous substitution of Cr(III) for the spinels and Fe(III) for the

chalcopyrites has been tried to establish in powder samples. Their preparation

and characterization is described in some detail. As single crystals are

essential for the study of epi of pairs of magnetic ions and of endor of

superhyperfine interaction due to diamagnetic cations, a method had to be

found for the growth of magnetically substituted single crystals. The

feasibility of chemical vapour phase transport with iodine as a transport

aid has been established for CuAlS :Fe, CuGaS :Fe, CuInS :Fe and AgGaS :Fe.

Cdln S :Cr could be grown with A1C1 as a transport aid. In chapter V the

kinetics of the chemical vapour phase transport process has been analysed

in detail for the growth of CuAlS .

Chapter VI returns to the original purpose of the investigation: a) epr

measurements of the superhyperfien interaction of the Al and Y nuclear

spins with Mn(II) and Fe(III) in ZnAl S and CdY S , b) endor measurements

of the superhyperfine interaction of the In nuclear spin with Cr(III) in

Cdln S , c) epr meas

in CuAlS. and CuGaS.

Cdln S , c) epr measurements of isolated Pe(III) ions and of Fe(TII) pairs

2"

Chapter VII finally, summarizes the main conclusions of the experimental

chapters IV, V and VI, concerning the selection and characterization of

the samples, the kinetics of the chemical vapour phase transport method

for the growth of single crystals and the magnetic resonance measurements,

respectively.
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SAMENVATTING

In het algemeen worden de cooperative eigenschappen van oxiden en

chalcogeniden van ^vergangsmetaalionen bepaald door een beperkt aantal

verschillende magnetische paar interacties. Het onderzoek, dat in dit

proefschrift zal worde-n besproken, is er op gericht om informatie te

verkrijgen over deze elementaire interacties in sulfiden door isomorfe

substitutie van magnetische ionen in een aantal goed gekozen diamagnetische

gastheer roosters en door meting van electronen spin resonantie aan

gekoppelde paren respectxvelijk door meting van de hyperfijn interactie

met de kernen van diamagnetische kationen, door middel van electronen

spin resonantie of electron nuclear dubbel resonantie.

Het grootste deel van dit proefschrift is gewijd aan de voorbereidingen

van de interpretatie van de magnetische resonantie metingen en aan de

selectie en bereiding van preparaten. De metingen aan de magnetisch

verdunde verbindingen, die zullen worden beschreven, hebben slechts een

verkennend karakter.

Hoofdstuk II houdt zich bezig met de interpretatie van epr spectra van

paramagnetische ionen in poeders. In het bijzonder met de interpretatie

van de spectra van Fe(III) met zijn spin 5/2 kunnen zich aanzienlijke

problemen voordoen. Na een analyse van de verschillende belangrijke

aspecten van de interpretatie van poederspectra, wordt speciaal aandacht

besteed aan de methode om de spectra te simuleren uitgaande van een

gegeven set spin Hamiltoniaan parameters. Een nieuwe interpolatie

methode om eenkristal spectra te berekenen voor een dicht net van magneet-

veld richtingen, leidt tot snelle berekeningen van de poederspectra.

Hoofdstuk III verklaart het gebruik van irreducibele sferische tensoren

bij de formulering en toepassingen van spin Hamiltonianen voor enkele ionen

en voor paren. Ook dit is een essentiële voorbereiding, vanwege de

voorgenomen toepassing op paren van Fe(III) ionen met spin 5/2, in welk

geval rekening moet worden gehouden met vierde orde termen in de enkelions-

Hamiltoniaan en in de interactie-Hamiltoniaan. Het geval van sterke
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interacties tussen paren ionen met orbital singulet grond toestand is

uitgewerkt. Er wordt getoond hoe met behulp van de enkele ions parameters

een vrij nauwkeurige voorspelling kan worden berekend van het epr spectrum

van paren.

Hoofdstuk IV beschrijft de verkenning van de geschiktheid van een serie

verbindingen voor het voorgenomen onderzoek. Twee groepen ternaire sulfiden

zijn onderzocht: normale spinellen en chalcopyrieten. In het bijzonder is

getracht Cr(III) in de spinellen en Fe (III) in de chalcopyrieten homogeen

in te bouwen. De bereiding en de karakterisering van de preparaten is

gedetailleerd beschreven. Aangezien eenkristallen noodzakelijk zijn bij de

bestudering van epr van paren paramagnetische ionen en bij de endor

metingen van de superhyperfijn interactie met diamagnetische kationen, is

een methode gezocht om homogeen gedoopte eenkristallen te groeien.

Aangetoond is dat de chemische damp transport methode met jodium als

als transport middel, geschikt is voor het maken van eenkristallen van

CuAlS2:Fe, CuGaS :Fe, CuInS :Fe en AgGaS :Fe. Eenkristallen van Cdln S :Cr

kunnen worden gemaakt met A1C1 als transport middel. In hoofdstuk V

wordt een gedetailleerde analyse gegeven van het chemische damp transport

proces van CuAlS .

Hoofdstuk VI houdt zich bezig met het oorspronkelijke doel van het

onderzoek: a) epr metingen van de superhyperfijn interactie van de kernen

van Al en Y met Mn{II) en Fe(III) in ZnAl_S en CdY S , b) endor metingen

van de superhyperfijn interactie van de kern spin van indium met Cr(III)

in CdIn2S , c) epr van geisoleerde Fe (III) ionen en van Fe(III) paren in

CuAlS2 en CuGaS2-

Hoofdstuk VII vat tenslotte de belangrijkste conclusies samen van de

experimentele hoofdstukken IV, V en VI, die betrekking hebban op de

selectie en de karakterisering van de preparaten, de kinetiek van de

chemische damp transport methode voor het maken van eenkristallen, en de

magnetische resonantie metingen.
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